MEETING MINUTES
Evanston Environment Board
Thursday, October 10, 2019
6:30 p.m.
Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge, Room #2404
Members Present: Cherie Leblanc-Fisher, Wendy Pollock, Jerri Garl, Tom Klitzkie,
Michelle Redfield, Caroline Peyer, Christopher Kucharczyk
Members Absent: Sarah Liddell, Ben Kaplan
Staff Present: Kumar Jensen, Leslie Perez, Darryl King, David Stioneback, Chris
Vennetta
Guests: Linus Hoeller, Bob Heuer, Sylvia Wooler, Beth Flintoft, Jerry Brennan
Presiding Member: Cherie Leblanc-Fisher

1. Declaration of Quorum
C. Leblanc-Fisher called meeting to order at 6: p.m. and a quorum was established.
2. Public Comment
B. Heuer from the the Democratic Party Evanston’s Climate Action Team expressed
the organization’s support for CARP and explained that his group is working on
climate issues with ETHS students and the City-School Liaison Committee.
B. Flintoft expressed concern about the plan to use artificial turf at the new Robert
Crown Center. Concerns include the crumb rubber base (currently being studied by
EPA) and blades of polyethylene grass, which can enter the environment and
contribute to an increase in injuries over natural grass. She asked if due diligence
had been done before natural turf was eliminated and requested staff
and aldermen to look into this.
S. Wooller expressed concern about plans to demolish the old Robert Crown Center
and observed that a recent incident of dust leaving the site resulted in neighborhood
children experiencing nosebleeds, wheezing, coughing. She urged the City to
consider deconstruction instead. (She is an architect.)
Jerry Brennan lives on a gravel stretch of Wesley that leads to the golf course. The
area floods and he would like the street improved, including a storm sewer.
The Board agreed to work more closely with the City-School Liaison Committee.
Their next meeting is November 19th.
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3. Approval of Meeting Minutes from July
The Board agreed to provide L. Perez with draft notes within two weeks of an EEB
meeting in order to assist him in getting the formal minutes to Board members the
Thursday prior to that meeting. T. Klitzkie motioned to accept minutes, M. Redfield
seconded, all approved.
4. Announcements
A. General Office of Sustainability Updates
K. Jensen provided an update on the City’s two-year proposed budget. See
presentation in Google Drive. Highlights:








Waste Reduction Workshops are ongoing with 25 events now scheduled. An
online survey is available. Staff will compile feedback for EEB in November. EEB
is then to review and develop policy recommendations for December meeting
(Waste Working Group, see below). Recommendations will be made available for
public comment in early 2020 then submitted to Human Services.
The NOPE Campaign to reduce contamination of the recycling stream has been
successful, according to a survey. Three animated videos include one called
“wish-cycling.” The survey indicated lack of awareness of the ban on shredded
paper and coffee cups, and confusion about red Solo cups.
A second WTS air quality study community meeting will be held on October 24th.
No new data will be presented, but citizens requested another opportunity to hear
about the study.
New Americorps Fellow Brittanie Giroux will start Friday and attend the next EEB
meeting.
CARP implementation activities are not identified in the current draft budget
narrative.

The Board strongly endorsed Mr. Kumar’s efforts to highlight CARP implementation
activities as the budget process moves forward.
American Green Zone Alliance workshop—In response to concerns about gas blowers
that have come before the Board in recent months, COE, on EEB recommendation, has
joined Wilmette in sponsoring an upcoming workshop that will inform landscape
professionals about transition to electric equipment.
5. 2019 Goal: Implement Climate Action and Resilience Plan (CARP)
Staff Reports/Updates
A. City Budget Process
K. Jensen provided updates to the City’s two-year budget process. Mr. Jensen
reported on the CIP fund, Water fund and other budget line items that will impact
CARP implementation. The 2020-21 budget discussion will take place at City
Council on Monday, October 14th. The first public hearing will take place on
Saturday, October 26th.
B. MS4 Stormwater Update
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D. King presented the draft permit for discharge to the Municipal Separate
Stormwater Sewer System (MS4) permit and Stormwater Management Plan. The
City has 18 MS4 outfalls; 3 discharge to Lake Michigan, the rest to the channel.
Comments/questions included:






Public education and environmental justice (EJ) goals—Noting that some
remain incomplete, the Board suggested that CGE’s Watershed Collective and
Environmental Justice Evanston might assist in these areas.
Keeping storm sewers clear—In response to a question, D. Stoneback
explained that an ordinance change last year made it a violation to push/blow
leaves into the street. Public Works has developed an informational door
hanger, available soon, and PW Department supervisors now have authority to
issue citations for violations (of this and other ordinances).
Report schedule—The Board asked that the MS4 report be provided earlier next
year since it is developed in July.

C. Stormwater Management Guide Presentation
The Guide is being developed in part in response to CARP recommendations. D.
Stoneback will make similar presentations soon to the Utilities Commission and
Parking/Transportation Committee as well as CGE Watershed Collective.
A working document, the guide is the result of monthly meetings by a group of staff,
including staff engineer Chris Vanetta (also present). Some highlights:










Background—Severe storms and basement back-ups in1987 led to long-delayed
action and installation of The Relief Sewer System, at a cost of $210 million. The
system was designed for a 5-year storm event. (The state recently revised the
standard from 5 years to 3 years.) Current design standards should be able to
handle higher flood events and will be considered based on associated costs. An
underlying question: What will acceptable level of stormwater management be?
Hydrologic and hydraulic model—See timeline p.41 of draft. An RFP will be
issued soon for consultant to gather data and develop a model in 2020–21. Flow
monitors will be installed for 2 years. Abundant rain will help assure adequate
data. The model will be used to identify weak spots, where relief sewers need to
be extended, where retention installations are needed, and where green
infrastructure (GI) may be effective. (There are 2 rain gauges, at Cleveland and
Hartrey and at the Water Plant.)
Green infrastructure—Roughly two-thirds of Evanston is unsuitable due to poor
soil drainage. Suitable areas are generally east of Ridge. The City is planning to
install GI (e.g., permeable pavers in parking spaces) as part of the Main Street
Improvement Project.
Maintenance—The guide addresses maintenance routines for GI, and the
proposed 2020 budget includes funds for upkeep ($25,000). Experiences with
the Civic Center parking lot and swales and other areas (e.g., Ecology Center
entry drive) have contributed to more realistic planning. Vendors will be hired to
clean 2 or 3 permeable parking lot areas per year for 5 years and then establish
a regular cleaning schedule. (It is not economical for the City to buy the
equipment itself.)
Stormwater utility fee—The groundwork is being laid for separating water and
sewer utility fees at some point in the future (likely at least 2–3 years). This would
enable the City to assess sewer fees on private property based on percentage of
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impervious surface. This approach is used in other areas as an incentive to
maintain pervious surfaces and slow stormwater runoff. At this point, only
developments of 5,000+sf are required to retain stormwater onsite.
Board Member Comments/Questions:






Environmental justice—Stoneback is aware of the potential EJ issue with respect
to increased utility fees costs for low-income homeowners. Jerri Garl offered
assistance from Environmental Justice Evanston, a working committee of CGE,
to review possible approaches for structuring the stormwater utility fee.
Natural Areas—Garl and Pollock noted that trees and Natural Areas provide
nature-based stormwater management services and suggested that the guide
cross-reference these areas, which are planned and managed by the forestry
and greenways divisions. The Urban Forest Management Plan, which is in the
process of being updated, also might be included as an appendix.
Graywater—In response to a question from M. Redfield, Stoneback explained
that in this region, it would not be cost-effective to capture and distribute
graywater system-wide, but that could be done on a single-site basis for a newly
constructed industry or development. He noted graywater-source toilets exist in
some areas.

D. Natural Areas Memo
W. Pollock motioned that EEB adopt the final version of a memorandum that
recommends changes in COE policies and ordinances to designate Natural Areas
as a category of public land and establish processes for managing them. These
recommendations support CARP implementation and are based on an October 2018
EEB resolution and April 2019 Mayoral Proclamation. J. Garl seconded; all
approved.
K. Jensen recommended the Board advance the recommendation directly to the
Human Services rather than waiting to bundle it with other CARP-related
recommendations.
C. Kucharczyk noted that the memorandum format serves as a good model for
EEB’s future CARP-related recommendations.
Member Reports/Updates
A. CARP Waste Focus Area
a. Waste Performance Metrics
C. Kucharczyk proposed the creation of subcommittes to help withe the task of
developing waste performance metrics.
B. Code Enforcement
Continued
C. Transporation and Parking Committee Liaison
Continued
D. Creation of Subcommittees
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C. Fisher described the function of task forces or working groups under the Board’s
oversight to advance the work of the Board in certain areas outside the regular
monthly meetings.
Two areas were selected with initial chair assignments:
 Waste Working Group—focus on the Zero Waste goals and metrics assigned to
the Board for CARP implementation, including drafting code and policy
recommendations (Chris Kucharczyk, interim chair)
 CARP Implementation Task Force— to support and track overall CARP
implementation on behalf of the Board and serve as a liaison with the upcoming
CARP Coordination Group in order to identify gaps and needed updates and
additional actions (Jerri Garl, chair)
These groups must comply with the Open Meetings Act: meetings must be in
publicly accessible locations (need permission if on private property); notice
(including agenda) posted onsite 48 hours in advance; actions can be taken only if
on the agenda; members take minutes and provide to Kumar for posting.
Participants can include people who are not on the Environment Board.


Kumar will provide administrative support; he will need agendas at least 72 hours
in advance. He encouraged groups to set meeting dates for subsequent meeting
as soon as possible.

C. Kucharczyk motioned for the creation of two working groups; Waste Working
Group and CARP Implementation Task Force, M. Redfield seconded, all approved

6. Items for Future Meetings
A. Simple Recycling Contract
B. Environmental Justice Evanston – Environmental Justice Resolution
7. Adjournment
J. Garl moved to adjourn the meeting, C. Kucharczyk seconded. W. Pollock
adjourned at 8:53 pm.
Next Meeting – Thursday, November 14, 2019
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Memorandum
To:

Chair Simon and Members of the Preservation Commission
Chair Nieuwsma and Members of the Utilities Commission
Chair LeBlanc Fisher and Pollock and Members of the Environment Board

From:

Kumar Jensen, Chief Sustainability and Resilience Officer
Carlos Ruiz, Preservation Coordinator

Subject:

Preservation and Sustainability Collaboration

Date:

November 1, 2019

Recommended Action
Staff recommends the creation of a short-term joint task force made up of
representatives from the Preservation Commission, Utilities Commission and
Environment Board to review guidelines and develop recommended guidelines for
evaluating solar installations in historic districts.
Background
The Preservation Commission has reviewed and approved solar panels on landmark
buildings and buildings located within local Evanston Historic Districts since 2010
including:
1014 Greenwood St. (2010)
1106 Oak Av. landmark (2011)
1200 Judson Ave. (2013)
323 Hamilton St. (2013)
1026 Forest Av. (2014)
727 Forest Av. (2014)
542 Forest Av. (2015)
1625 Wesley Av. (2015)
901 Edgemere Ct. (2015)
743 Michigan Av. (2018)
114 Kedzie St. (2018)
1741 Hinman Av. (2019)
1742 Asbury Av. landmark (2019) review pending (COA application not submitted)
1040 Hinman Av. (2019) COA for solar panels denied, City Council accepted appeal
application on October 28th and to be heard on November 25, 2019

The City of Evanston has processed a total of 88 applications for solar installations
since 2017.
Climate Action and Resilience Plan (CARP)
In December, 2018 the Evanston City Council unanimously adopted the City’s Climate
Action and Resilience Plan (CARP) calling for Evanston to reach zero emissions by
2050. This plan calls for encouraging energy efficiency upgrades in Evanston and the
installation of solar on properties throughout the community. In addition, one of the
actions in the plan is to, “Support the preservation, reuse, repurposing and retrofit of
existing structure to reduce demolition waste, preserve the embodied energy and
materials, while avoiding the energy usage related to demolition.” This action, as well as
other goals in the plan clearly demonstrate the plan’s commitment to preservation while
finding a balance with the need for rapidly reducing local carbon emissions.
Summary
Staff proposes the creation of a short term task force that would be made up of up to
two representatives from the Environment Board, Utilities Commission and Preservation
Commission respectively. Office of Sustainability and Preservation City staff would
provide administrative support to the task force. The task force’s meetings would
comply with the Open Meetings Act and be open to the public. The goal of the task
force would be to jointly develop guidelines for developers and property owners in
Evanston seeking to install solar on landmark buildings and on buildings within local
Evanston historic districts.
Staff recommends allowing 3-5 months for this work to take place. Staff recommends
inviting experts in both preservation and solar installation to participate as presenters
and resources throughout the process. Staff recommends launching the task force in
early December, 2019 with the goal of wrapping up recommendations by the end of
March 2020, prior to the start of the 2020 building season.
The findings from the task force will then be brought back to the full Preservation
Commission, Utilities Commission and Environment Board for endorsement. If endorsed
and accepted by the full Preservation Commission recommended guidelines would then
be incorporated in the Preservation Commission and City staff review processes for
future solar installations.

BY-LAWS
EVANSTON ENVIRONMENT BOARD
ARTICLE I
Name and Authority
Section 1.

The name of this organization shall be the Evanston Environment
Board, referred to herein as “the Board.”

Section 2.

The Board exists under the provisions of the Evanston City Code, Title
2, Chapter 13.

Section 3.

The business of the Board is conducted in accordance with Evanston
City Code, Title 2, Chapter 13 and the Ethics Ordinance 54-O-04 (Title
1, Chapter 10), and these By-laws.
ARTICLE II
Mission

Section 1.

To support Evanston's environmental goals of reducing and
mitigating climate change impacts, increasing resource efficiency and
protecting and restoring natural systems by investigating issues and
developing recommendations for City Council, other Boards,
Committees and Commissions and City Departments to meet
Evanston's goals. (36-O-71) (23-O-93) (78-O-16)

Section 2.

The Board shall support the implementation of the environmental
components of the City of Evanston’s guiding documents (including,
but not limited to, Strategic Plan, Climate Action Plan, Multi-Modal
Transportation Plan, Bicycle Plan) through research, policy
recommendations, and coordination with other groups’ efforts.

ARTICLE III
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Membership and Duties
Section 1.

Members

A. Number of Members: The Board shall consist of eleven (11) members
appointed by the Mayor of Evanston with the consent of the Evanston City
Council. The members must include the following:
1. Seven (7) members who have training and/or experience in areas
addressing climate change issues or natural systems such as: environmental
science, law, education, ecology, pollution control, engineering, or public
health.
2. Two (2) members who have training, knowledge, past experience or some
combination related to the Ladd Arboretum or other natural habitat areas
in Evanston.
3. Two (2) members must be designated as “at-large” community
representatives that need to have an interest but are not required to have
training or experience in areas addressing climate change issues or natural
systems such as: environmental science, law, education, ecology, pollution
control, engineering, or public health.
B. Term
Board members are appointed to three (3) year terms by the Mayor with
the advice and consent of the City Council. Board members may serve no
more than two (2) consecutive terms and can be considered for re
appointment after remaining off the board for at least 3 years.
C. Vacancies and Removal
1. If a Board member fails to attend three (3) consecutive regular Board
meetings, or misses four (4) meetings in one calendar year, without a
reasonable cause, or otherwise neglects his or her duties as a Board
member, the Chairperson, with the assent of the Board, may recommend
to the Mayor that the seat be declared vacant.
2. Any vacancy shall be filled by the Mayor as soon as possible.
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3. A member of the Board may be removed by the Mayor for absenteeism,
neglect of duty, misconduct or malfeasance in office, after being given a
written statement of the charges and an opportunity to refute them at a
hearing with the Mayor.
Section 2.

Duties of the Board

The Board has the following powers and duties:
A. The Board shall report to the Human Services Committee of the City Council,
and shall periodically meet with the Human Services Committee to discuss the
Board's activities, goals and objectives;
B. To research, study and hold public hearings on environmental issues raised by
the City Council, the Board, the City Manager, City departments, other
governmental agencies or the public;
C. To develop public awareness on environmental issues through hearings,
meetings, newsletters, news media releases and cooperation with
environmental education organizations;
D. To serve as an advocate for Evanston residents who are interested in issues
and solutions to address climate change, resource efficiency and natural
systems;
E. To develop policy recommendations which are relevant to climate change,
resource efficiency and natural systems for submission to the City Council,
which advance the vision of the City’s goals and guiding documents. Policy
recommendations should aim to support implementation of the City’s guiding
documents, including, but not limited to: suggestions regarding
implementation of policy. Policy recommendations should aim to support
implementation of Evanston’s guiding documents, including but not limited to:
City’s Strategic Plan, Climate Action Plan, Ladd Arboretum Master Plan,
Lakefront Plan, Multi-Modal Transportation Plan, Bicycle Plan, Water
Conservation and Efficiency Plan, Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(“MS4”) Permit, Complete and Green Streets Policy and Environmental Justice
Initiative;
F. To serve as a resource for the City Council, Council committees, boards or
commissions, the City Manager and City departments in addressing
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environmental issues, providing advice, research or technical assistance, as
requested;
G. To keep itself informed about the activities of other City boards and
commissions so far as these relate to environmental matters. The Environment
Board may work jointly with the Energy Commission and other Evanston
boards and commissions in addressing environmental issues which are of
mutual concern, including, but not limited to, the development of a City
energy policy.
H. To serve as a liaison with other municipalities' boards or commissions to learn
how they deal with matters of interest to the Environment Board and to share
information pertaining to those matters;
I.

To assist City staff in developing and improving programs and services with
address climate change, resource efficiency and natural system protection and
restoration;

J. To assist City staff in evaluating and tracking performance measures related to
climate change and natural systems including the annual report for Evanston’s
Climate Action Plan and participation in the STAR Community Rating System
(“STAR”);
K. To raise funds and seek gifts for the development and maintenance of the
Ladd Arboretum and approve disbursements of funds raised by the Committee
for Ladd Arboretum; and
L. To create subcommittees, as necessary, in furtherance of the Board’s purpose.

ARTICLE IV
Officers
Section 1.

Elected Officers

The elected officers of the Board shall consist of two Co-chairs.
Section 2.

Election of Officers
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Board members shall elect officers by majority vote at the December meeting of
odd years.
Section 3.

Terms of Office

The Co-chairpersons shall be elected for two-year terms from January 1 to
December 31. No member shall serve more than three consecutive two-year
terms as an officer.
Section 4.

Vacancies

A vacancy in any office shall be filled by a vote of the Board at the next regular
meeting following the occurrence of the vacancy. The officer is elected for the
duration of the unexpired term.
Section 5.

Duties of Officers

A. The Co-chairpersons shall assure that the policies, programs and orders of the
Board are carried out.
B. One Co-chairperson, or their designee, shall preside at all meetings of the
Board.
C. The Co-chairpersons shall be responsible for calling meetings of the Board
pursuant to the Open Meetings Act and for assuring an agenda for each
meeting.
D. The Co-chairperson may appoint committees to consist of two or more
members for specific tasks.
ARTICLE V
Meetings
Section 1.

Regular and Special Meetings

A. Regular meetings shall be held at such times and places as decided by the
Board and shall be held at least quarterly.
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B. Special meetings shall be held upon the request of the members of the Board.
C. Notice of all regular and special meetings of the Board shall be communicated
to the members at least one week before the meeting by action at a previous
meeting, or by e-mail, mail, or telephone.
D. Meetings shall be open to the public in accordance with the ordinance of the
City of Evanston and the Open Meetings Act.
E. Notice of all regular and special meetings of the Board shall be communicated
to the public by publication of an agenda in accordance with the Open
Meetings Act.
F. Closed executive sessions may be held to consider matters relating to
personnel, pending litigation, or property acquisition, or any applicable
exemption pursuant to the Open Meetings Act.
Section 2.

Quorum

A majority of the members of the Board constitutes a quorum for the transaction
of business.
Section 3.

Voting

At any meeting at which a quorum is present, the affirmative vote of the majority
of the members present shall carry any issue. The Co-chairpersons are voting
members of the Board and may vote on any issue.
Section 4.

Parliamentary Procedure

Unless inconsistent with these By-laws or otherwise decided by the Board, all
meetings shall be conducted in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order.

ARTICLE VI
Staff of the Environment Board
Section 1.

The City shall employ staff who shall be responsible for the
administrative direction and execution of the Board’s policies, goals
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and objectives, and the administrative direction and execution of the
policies of the City. The Board may evaluate the performance of the
staff so assigned annually and report same to the City Manager.
Section 2.

The staff of the Board shall be responsible for taking and distributing
the minutes of each meeting, pursuant to the Open Meetings Act.

Section 3.

The staff of the Board shall be subject to the terms and conditions of
employment for City of Evanston management staff, as established
by the City Manager and City Council. Board members shall transmit
any concerns or comments about the performance of the staff of the
Board to the City Manager.
ARTICLE VII
Amendments

Section 1.

These By-laws may be amended at any meeting of the Board by the
affirmative vote of a majority of members in office. Written notice of
proposed amendment(s) shall be given to all members at least two
weeks prior to the meeting at which the amendment(s) is/are to be
considered.

Section 2.

Any proposed amendment(s) to the By-laws shall be included in the
call to the meeting at which they will be voted upon.

Section 3.

The City Manager shall be advised of any changes in these By-laws.

Section 4.

The Board shall review its By-laws at least every two years.

Adopted on December 10, 2009
Amended on January 14, 2010
Amended on February 9, 2012
Amended on December XX, 2019
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Evanston Environment Board 2020 Meeting
Schedule
Proposed Meeting Schedule
Meetings will be held on the second Thursday of each month, unless otherwise indicated, beginning
on Thursday, January 9, 2020. The agreed upon meeting start time is 6:30 PM. Below is a list of the
scheduled meetings, all meetings will take place on the date indicated unless the Environment Board
determines otherwise. Any meeting changes must be made in accordance with the Open Meetings
Act.














Thursday, January 9, 2020
Thursday, February 13, 2020
Thursday, March 12, 2020
Thursday, April 9, 2020
Thursday, May 14, 2020
Thursday, June 11, 2020
Thursday, July 9, 2020
Thursday, August 13, 2020
Thursday, September 10, 2020
Thursday, October 8, 2020
Thursday, November 12, 2020
Thursday, December 10, 2020

Memorandum
To:

Co-Chairs LeBlanc Fisher and Pollock and Members of the Environment
Board

From:

Kumar Jensen, Chief Sustainability and Resilience Officer
Alyson Wright, Sustainable Business Fellow

Subject:

Business Waste Reduction Policies Feedback

Date:

November 8, 2019

Background
In December 2018, City Council adopted the Climate Action and Resilience Plan
(CARP), a comprehensive plan to reduce Evanston’s impact on global climate change
while preparing the community for its effects. Staff have proposed CARP Policy
Packages to effectively move groups of similar policies forward and the first Policy
Package focuses on actions in CARP’s Zero Waste focus area, which has a goal of
50% waste diversion by 2025 and Zero Waste by 2050.
Since 50% of all waste produced in Evanston can be attributed to commercial
properties, many of the waste policies in CARP address business waste generation. To
ensure businesses that are most impacted by the proposed policies are informed and
invited to participate and collaborate in developing these policies, staff developed an
Engagement Strategy. The Engagement Strategy begins by educating businesses on
the issues of material use and waste generation and then soliciting input and feedback
on policies outlined in CARP.
Engagement Strategy
To ensure businesses were aware of the policies and included in the discussion, staff:
 Attended five Evanston Chamber of Commerce Events and presented
information about CARP’s Zero Waste focus area to approximately 140
attendees.
 Visited 63 individual businesses during walk throughs of Downtown Evanston,
Central Evanston, Howard Street, Noyes Street, and Foster Street.
 Released a survey through the Evanston Chamber of Commerce’s network to
understand how the waste reduction policies would affect their business and
received 70 responses.

Response Summary
Below are summary statistics for the responses from the surveys. Staff asked for the
ward, age range, business size, business type, and race to understand who was
responding. Since many businesses were unsure of their business’ ward, the
breakdown by ward only represents 55% of the businesses who took the survey.
Race of Owner/Manager

Age Range of Owner/Manager

Business Size

Business Type

Business Location by Ward

Staff also asked what businesses’ experience with the current waste hauler, Groot, is.
The city will be issuing an RFP for its commercial solid waste franchise in early 2020
with a new contract towards the end of the year.

Chart 1 Business response to their experience with the current waste hauler, Groot.
Businesses were provided each of the four main policies outlined in the CARP Waste
Policy Package and asked how the policy would impact their business. Businesses
were asked to rate the impact each policy would have on their business.




Policy 1: Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate,
reduce, reuse or compost their unsold food.

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

23.2%

1.5%

5.8%

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

24.6%

20.3%

24.6%

Policy 2: Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out the
use of single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

14.7%

5.9%

7.3%

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

23.5%

16.2%

32.4%





Policy 3: Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve
its intended outcome.

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

16.9%

5.7%

2.8%

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

26.8%

23.9%

23.9%

Policy 4: Adopt policies that provide all properties equal access to waste
diversion services such as recycling and composting, for example, mandatory
recycling.

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

7.1%

1.4%

5.6%

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

15.5%

36.6%

33.8%

Table 1 An overview of businesses responses to how each policy would impact their
business.
Policy

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

Policy 1
Policy 2
Policy 3
Policy 4

23.20%
14.70%
16.90%
7.10%

1.50%
5.90%
5.70%
1.40%

5.80%
7.30%
2.80%
5.60%

24.60%
23.50%
26.80%
15.50%

20.30%
16.20%
23.90%
36.60%

24.60%
32.40%
23.90%
33.80%

It is notable that at least 40% of businesses believed the each of the policies would
impact their business positively.
Businesses were asked if they had any specific recommendations for how any of the
policies should be developed. 54% of people who responded to this question said they
did not have any feedback.
CARP mentions exploring the feasibility of instituting a climate action tax to help pay the
costs of implementing actions in the plan. Businesses were asked if they were willing to
pay a slightly higher price for goods and services in Evanston if you knew the additional
funds would support waste reduction and climate action in the City?

Chart 2 Business response to if they were willing to pay more.
While 46% of the businesses said they were willing to pay more, 13% of respondents
said “Other.” Below are a few responses from the “Other” response.
 “Shouldn’t be necessary to pay higher prices if managed efficiently.”
 “This question is not so much for the business owners but rather for the
customers.”
 “Retail businesses in Evanston are already struggling due to high real estate and
taxes and parking fees. Please do not add more to the plate.”
Staff also asked what barriers businesses faced when implementing sustainable
practices and if they had any additional comments or suggestions. All responses are
included in Attachment C.
Staff Comments








Many respondents mention the need for education along with any policies to be
successful. Staff would agree education is crucial and other cities with similar
ordinances have education guidance within their ordinances.
Only 19% of respondents represent food service establishments. Single-use
plastic regulations and food waste policies would mainly impact food service
establishments.
The barriers businesses discuss in Question 9 were similar to barriers staff saw
during the implementation of Sustain Evanston, the sustainable business
recognition program. Main barriers include employee turn-over, the cost of
various products and services like recycling and composting, lack of help from
property managers and owners, and restrictive health and sanitation regulations.
At the Chamber of Commerce events, attendees were open to hearing the waste
reduction policies, and many were excited to see the City taking action.



It was difficult for staff to get business responses. When staff canvassed, an
owner or manager had to be present to complete responses. Staff left information
with employees to give to an owner or manager, but it is not known how effective
that was. Additionally, any large chain would have to send the survey to
corporate to complete.

Attachments
Attachment A – Business Waste Reduction Policies Feedback Form
Attachment B – List of Business Outreach and Engagement Events
Attachment C – Business Responses

Business Waste Reduction Policies Feedback
Business Ward/ Zip Code
Age

Under 18

18-24

Gender
25-34

Race

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Please Indicate your business type (choose all that apply)
 Home based/ Solo Entrepreneur

 Retail

 1-5 Employees

 Restaurant/Food Service

 6-10 Employees

 Education/School

 11-40 Employees

 Non-Profit

 41-100 Employees

 Professional

 Over 100 Employees

 Other:

How would you rate your experience with Evanston’s current waste hauler?
Poor

Fair

Neutral

Good

Excellent

What type of impact do you think each of the following four policies from the
City’s Climate Action and Resilience Plan will have on your business?
1. Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate, reduce,
reuse, or compost their unsold food.

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

2. Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out the use of
single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

3. Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve its
intended outcome.

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

4. Adopt policies that provide all properties equal access to waste diversion
services such as recycling and composting (ex. mandatory recycling).

N/A

Very
Negative
Impact

Some
Negative
Impact

Neutral

Some
Positive
Impact

Very
Positive
Impact

Do you have any specific recommendations for how the above policies should be
developed and implemented?

Would you be willing to pay a little bit more if you knew those funds would
support waste reduction and climate action in Evanston?

What do you feel is your businesses’ biggest barrier to reducing waste and
adopting more sustainable practices?

Please share any additional comments and suggestions.

Attachment B – List of Business Outreach and Engagement Events

Target
Audience

Date

Businesses

10/16/2019

Businesses

10/16/2019

Businesses

10/22/2019

Businesses

10/24/2019

Businesses

10/28/2019

Businesses
Businesses
Businesses

Event
Chamber of Commerce
Entrepreneurial Group
Chamber of Commerce Business
After Hours
Chamber of Commerce Networking
Breakfast
Chamber of Commerce Evanston
Women in Business
Chamber of Commerce Board
Meeting

11/1/2019 Foster and Noyes Street Canvassing
Church and Dodge and Howard Street
11/7/2019 Canvassing
11/28/2019 Downtown Evanston Canvassing

Participants

Forms
Collected

9

6

45

2

30

0

35

1

20

0

Canvassing

34

4

Canvassing

7

5

Canvassing

22

6

202

24

Event Type
Regularly Scheduled Event
(5 minutes to speak)
Regularly Scheduled Event
(5 minutes to speak)
Regularly Scheduled Event
(5 minutes to speak)
Regularly Scheduled Event
(5 minutes to speak)
Regularly Scheduled Event
(5 minutes to speak)

Total

Attachment C – Business Responses
Below are business responses to open ended questions on the Business Waste
reduction Policies Feedback form. Please note the number is for reference and does not
mean responses with the same number are from the same respondent.
Question 7: Do you have any specific recommendations for how the above
policies should be developed and implemented?
#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

Response
Our biggest issue is single usage plastics. Wherever possible, we have moved to
paper or other compostables. However, because the weight & wetness of our entrees
I have yet to find a food friendly & sturdy carryout eco-container.
No, but I think research into other communities that have these policies would be the
place to start.
Required shopping bag/plastic containers for small businesses shouldn't be
mandatory. Larger corporations yes.
No
I think food restaurant business should donate food. it would cause a positive impact
to our peers in Evanston.
N/A
When buying plastic there should be a fee
N/A
Yes
Start with kids in school
Clean up the products used for cleaning. Detox environment and health zero waste is
best
Nope
Incentivize viewing of training videos
Via committee- vet through the Evanston Green Ribbons committee (largest EV
employers)
When I lived in MI we had mandatory sorted recycling and it was great. There were
posters on the bins telling us what we can use them for. Education on how and why is
the most important.
No
No. But we need more room for recyclable items. Our waste bin is overflowing and we
believe that recyclable waste is being dumped in the dumpster when it is overly full.
None
Give businesses sufficient (but not too much) time to adopt.
Training and education are critical...
Reduce carbon impact by forbidding deliveries from Amazon. The exhaust from
delivery trucks plus carbon footprint of the paperboard industries will far out weigh
disposable plastic bags.
No

23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32

33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Tax breaks, recycle bins. I compost now and the cost is exorbitant
follow the successful execution from another city's plan
The combat food waste one would be very expensive for restaurants and thus they
would increase their prices.
Slowly, consistently, with education and support.
No
Not sure
Not really. It would be nice to have recycling available in my office building. At the
moment, I take all recyclables home or drop them off in one of the city receptacles
outside the building.
No
None
No
The policies above are fairly easy to implement. I think if we give homeowners a
direction to follow they will follow it. These programs have already been implemented
in other cities. Get the community involved. The more opportunities for involvement
the more invested in the programs they will be
if you're going to require smaller businesses to spend money on services, consider
some sort of subsidy so everyone can actually participate, rather than granting
exemptions based on # of employees or volume.
No
No
No
None
N/a
No

Question 8: Would you be willing to pay a slightly higher price for goods and
services in Evanston if you knew the additional funds would support waste
reduction and climate action in the City?
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Response
Shouldn't be necessary to pay higher prices if manage efficiently
I like the bag tax and things making it so you're paying for the extra stuff.
This question is not so much for the business owners but rather for the customers
Divert current taxes first! Do not raise any more taxes.
I want 100% assurance that the money would nit be diverted
Retail Businesses in Evanston are already struggling due to high real estate taxes
and parking fees. Please do not add more to the plate.
Evanston already fees us to death. You will get push back if you want to charge
residents and then will lose focus on what you are trying to accomplish. Fundraisers
yes charge us nos
It's getting crazy what with all the extras.....

9

N/A

Question 9: What do you feel is your business's biggest barrier to reducing waste
and adopting more sustainable practices?
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Response
See number 7
I do not think we have any barriers. We have recycling and composting in place and
complaint employees.
Cost
Locations to where waste gets thrown away
I feel all businesses should recycle. It will impact our community and environment.
Good.
N/A
Sometimes bins are hard to find
N/A
None
Giving the customer what they want at low-cost and ease
We accept shipments of goods, many are plastic from the manufacturer...will not in
the immediate future see this changes...
Cost
We need to do a better job on recycling
Ease of recycling at low cost
Our business is about sustainable healthcare and waste care. The more of this is
better for all
Ability to recycle large cardboard boxes
Paint recycling
Public knowledge of proper waste segregation and management.
It isn't always easy to find recycling, especially sorted recycling. Plastics are cheap
and easily available so it's easy to use them
Cost
Keeping things sanitary without any cleaning facilities in our office, so disposable
paper towels and cleaning wipes are used often.
Need more recycle carts at back alleys for businesses to us
Price of alternative product
laziness - it needs to be easier to compost
Lack of commitment from the building owner.
Costs
Staff education, time, resources
We have to follow health codes which are very restrictive.
We use paper and recycle it, no other waste. printer cartridges are returned to Office
Depot

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45

46
47
48

49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Space to recycle within the restaurant and outside. Containers. Cost
Internal motivation and education from current staff. Staff is unclear on what is
waste/recycling.
The cost
Change is hard and takes time. However we work with children and they are more
adaptable to change than most adults.
We could use another recycling bin
The limitations of our building's willingness and capacity to haul waste (or not, in the
case of compost)
Most of our packaging is single use recyclable plastic bags, but not marked as such.
We do everything we
May be
Lack of recycling
The way our suppliers package their material.
Education and ease of use and cost
Accessibility to programs and services
Less of a barrier. More client requirements for paper docs/reports versus electronic.
Disposing of electronics of all types requires effort. Being able to do that easily and
securely would be a huge help.
Residents don't know where or what they are supposed to do. Give clear guidelines
and they will follow. Look at when there is electronic recycling at ETHS there should
be more of those but it is crazy how many participate.
Lack of infrastructure to support us
Cleaning staff not putting recyclables in the right receptacle. Not enough receptacles.
Not enough pick-ups make the alley messy. Lack of squirrel proof containers
In the climate of the best price wins the job. the higher cost put us at a disadvantage.
We lose jobs from the city because we were a couple cents higher than somebody out
of Evanston.
None
N/A
Since we work with our clients to downsize their homes as they are transitioning their
home environments, it is our practice to donate, recycle or properly dispose of
anything they do not need anymore. Often we need to leave Evanston to recycle or
dispose of items ie batteries, electronics, etc. a local drop off place would be very
helpful and same on fee those seniors pay us to drive out of Evanston.
Cost
National leadership.
Interchangeable items
I didn't know about recycling bin
N/A
None
Recycle

Question 10: Please share any additional comments and suggestions.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Response
Our service from Groot has been variable. We do not always get reliable pick-up.
Mandate large producers of food waste to compost on a graduated time line. 10% the
1st year and adding 10% or more each year until they reach 100%
I am in a company with a number of other businesses + we have one recyclable bin
for all of us. We need more of these
724 Clark st Subway location. Groot garbage company charges someone else
garbage to subway company
City should not get only one garbage company it seems like no choice for us
Need to start a green committee
Bring back a recycling center
Pump up the education effort to the gen. pop!
Thanks for sending the survey!
Thank you for helping the city to figure out how to compost. So important
we currently offer recycling in our cafe but frankly when we look at what ppl throw in
the recycling garbage, we realize they have no idea what's recyclable and what's not
Glad to see the City setting aggressive goals and leading in this area. We need all
businesses and restaurants to adopt these changes.
Stop trying to legislate saving the world in one rule change and tax hike. Stage it in
slowly with realistic measures.
Conscious concern for the environment is critical...why wait till 2025????? Climate
change won't wait.
Need to start with the school system. It is a joke.
Thank you
The city should help promote green nuclear energy development as the best way to
reduce carbon emissions.
Yes
None.
Create a plan, get people invested by volunteering, get residents input on what they
would like to see. Start implementing slowly. This can be done
None
Challenge every business in the chamber to go for becoming a "Sustain Evanston"
business. We are working on it right now.
Illegal dumping and the building owner gets fined sometimes

Memorandum
To:

Co-Chairs LeBlanc Fisher and Pollock and Members of the Environment
Board

From:

Kumar Jensen, Chief Sustainability and Resilience Officer
Brittanie Giroux, Americorps Sustainability Fellow

Subject:

Waste Reduction Policy Feedback Summary

Date:

November 8, 2019

Background
In December 2018, City Council adopted the Climate Action and Resilience Plan
(CARP), a comprehensive plan to reduce Evanston’s impact on global climate change
while preparing the community for its effects. CARP has many ambitious goals,
including carbon neutrality and zero waste by 2050.
To make progress towards the CARP goal of Zero Waste by 2050, a CARP Policy
Package and Engagement Strategy was created. The CARP Policy Package and Policy
Engagement Strategy are proposals by City staff on how to develop the roughly 40
individual ordinances and resolutions recommended within CARP. City staff chose to
first focus on the waste policy package; these are policies that reduce waste and
material generation and align with the CARP’s goal of 50% diversion by 2025.
Currently, there is significant community activity around reducing waste so staff believed
that prioritizing waste reduction policies would be an effective use of energy and
resources. To engage with the community, The City hosted several waste reduction
workshops this fall, as well as presented waste reduction policies at multiple ward
meetings and community events with several community partners. The intended
outcome was to educate residents on waste reduction policies outlined in the City’s
Climate Action and Resilience Plan (CARP) and to gather feedback on those policies.
Approach
City Staff sought feedback from Evanston residents about four specific Zero Waste
policies included in the Zero Waste section of CARP. The policies are as follows:



Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate, reduce,
reuse, or compost their unsold food
Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out the use of
single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).




Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve its
intended outcome
Require recycling at all properties. Adopt policies that provide all properties equal
access to waste diversion services such as recycling and composting.

These actions seek to meaningfully reduce the amount of waste generated, encourage
more sustainable consumption behaviors, and support the circular economy. The goal
of the survey was to gather specific recommendations from Evanston residents on how
the above polices should be developed as well as understand what residents felt to be
the most confusing part about recycling and composting. Additionally, staff wanted to
gauge resident support for paying more for items in Evanston if funds were to support
waste reduction and climate action in Evanston.
Engagement
Feedback forms were collected both physically and virtually from September 8, 2019
through November 7, 2019 at public events, hosted workshops and ward meetings. A
complete list of events attended, the number of participants in attendance and the
number of surveys collected is included in an Attachment.
Response Summary
The survey was taken by 177 residents. The survey was broken down to include age,
gender, race, and ward. Over half of the respondents were of the age group 55 and
above and over two thirds of them were female identifying. The racial breakdown
showed that over 75% of the respondents were white. All wards were represented with
Ward 3, 4, and 7 comprising almost 60% of responses.
Attachments
Attachment A - Survey
Attachment B - List of Events Attended
Attachment C - All Responses Organized by Survey Question

Waste Reduction Policies Feedback
Ward/ Zip Code
Age 0-18

19-24

Gender
25-34

35- 44

Race
45-54

55 and above

What do you think the biggest issue with waste is in Evanston?

All of the following policies are in the City’s Climate Action and Resilience Plan.
Do you have any specific recommendations for how these policies should be
developed?
1. Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate, reduce,
reuse, or compost their unsold food.
2. Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out the use of
single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).
3. Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve its
intended outcome.
4. Require recycling at all properties. Adopt policies that provide all properties equal
access to waste diversion services such as recycling and composting.

What do you think is the most confusing part about recycling and composting in
Evanston?

Would you be willing to pay more if you knew those funds would support waste
reduction and climate action in Evanston?

Attachment X – List of Residential Outreach and Engagement Events
Target
Audience

Event

Participants

Forms
Collected

60

5

31

3

15

0

0

0

Residents

9/12/2019 Kits, Kats, Kids Block Party

Residents

9/20/2019 ETHS Climate Strike

Residents

9/29/2019 Bike the Ridge

Event Type
Experience Climate Change
Activity
Experience Climate Change
Activity
Experience Climate Change
Activity
Experience Climate Change
Activity

Residents

10/3/2019 CGE 1st Waste Reduction Workshop

Workshop

9

8

Residents

10/5/2019 Quest4Earth

Presentation

20

0

Residents

10/5/2019 Oaktober Fest

15

5

Residents

10/8/2019 Producemobile

Tabling
Experience Climate Change
Activity

13

5

Residents

Date
9/8/2019 Streets Alive!

Residents

10/10/2019 6/7th Ward Meeting

Presentation

30

19

Residents

10/12/2019 Farmers Market

Tabling

20

20

Residents

10/12/2019 Fall Fest

13

13

Residents

8

8

Residents

10/16/2019 Lion's Club Monthly Meeting
Living Sustainably: Off-campus
10/16/2019 Resource Fair

Tabling
Regularly scheduled meeting
(15 minutes)
Tabling

70

23

Residents

10/23/2019 CGE 2nd Waste Reduction Workshop

Workshop

12

9

Residents

10/24/2019 3rd Ward Town Hall

Presentation

30

8

Residents

10/29/2019 Three Crowns Park
District 65 3rd Waste Reduction
11/7/2019 Workshop

Presentation

21

0

Workshop

19

12

386

138

Residents

Total

All Responses Organized by Survey Question
This is a summary of all 177 survey responses broken down by question. Every single
comment that was submitted via the survey is included and categorized in this
attachment. No comments were edited or altered; they all appear in the form that they
were submitted.
Questions:
1. What do you think the biggest issue with waste is in Evanston?
2. All of the following policies are in the City’s Climate Action and Resilience Plan.
Do you have any specific recommendations for how these policies should be
developed?
3. What do you think is the most confusing part about recycling and composting in
Evanston?
4. Would you be willing to pay more if you knew those funds would support waste
reduction and climate action in Evanston?

1. What do you think the biggest issue with waste is in Evanston
The comments collected for this question were broken into five different categories
based on the four policies that were being considered and another category for ones
that did not fall under the four policy areas. Table 1. Represents the breakdown of what
respondents deemed to be the biggest waste issue in Evanston.
Table 1.
Policy
# of Responses
Percentage

Policy 1

Policy 2

Policy 3

Policy 4

Other

32

28

6

66

44

18%

16%

3%

38%

25%

Policy 1: Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate,
reduce, reuse, or compost their unsold food. Comments:
1

2
3

4
5
6

Mindless use and disposal. Have to educate various audiences: individuals,
schools , seniors, small business, etc. Provide suggest tools so waste reduction
becomes habit.
Food wrappers- packaging
Food waste
Want longer food/yard waste season
Plastic bags are in our lives is annoying
Neighbors don't compost b/c of animals
Food waste/lack of recycling
Lack of efficient recycling, no city wide compost
Compost efforts not clear

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

We need accessible compost everywhere (in dorms & Norris at Northwestern)!
Composting- how to do it - what to do with it...
That you can produce as much as you want and you don't pay more!
That not everyone has access to compost! Confusing with what can be recycled
what not, but new videos from city help.
How to reach people?
Composting food waste
Multi-unit building not recycling/compost
Food waste
Food waste
Offer composting to family residences not knowing service option
1. Businesses not being required to recycle or compost
2. Knowledge of recycling rules
Too much food waste
Too much packaging
Too much contamination of recycling
Restaurant food waste
Straws, bottle caps, stirrers, and beverage containers
Food waste
Composting in winter (i.e. when no yard)
Single use plastics
Waste pick-up
Single use plastics, lack of compostable bins on the university.
Too much food waste going into landfills
Commercial, retail, restaurants, + recycling+ reduce+ compostable waste
-Recycling bins- going to landfill
Excess restaurant food
Improving participation in recycling and composting. Awareness of donation/charity
of household items that are no longer needed.
Not enough composting
"Pardoning" of single use plastics & lack of compost access.
Single use plastics and throwing away compostables/organic materials.
People not sorting recyclables properly. Need compostable food delivery packaging
when restaurants deliver food. Composting could be easier.
Food waste
We need to reduce waste from the start. Reduce the use of plastic, promote
reusability in all forms. We need effective recycling with as large a participation as
possible. Educate, educate, educate. Make it easy but also make people feel it is a
civic responsibility. We stopped littering in the 1960s, we can reduce waste and
recycle now. Continue to promote food composting.
Help people understand how they can advocate for reduction in waste with the
companies they buy from.
What are our commercial buildings and institutions doing? How can we help them
if they need it? How can they help us? Does NU have any innovative ideas they
want to try on us?
Excess food waste
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32 Not enough recycling bins and composting options
Policy 2: Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out
the use of single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).
Comments:
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Plastic waste
Want longer food/yard waste season
Plastic bags are in our lives is annoying
Neighbors don't compost b/c of animals
Not sure- Plastic thick bags
Plastic
Restaurant food waste
Straws, bottle caps, stirrers, and beverage containers
Plastic single use
Plastic Bags
Plastic Straws
Plastic straw tops
Composting in winter (i.e. when no yard)
Single use plastics
Waste pick-up
Single use plastics, lack of compostable bins on the university.
Food containers people eat out of
Batteries are hard to recycle. Medical items, where to dispose of them? Bring
plastic film into schools.
"Pardoning" of single use plastics & lack of compost access.
Changing the way we think about plastic and what doesn't recycle
Single use plastics
Plastic packaging and single-use plastic; waste of gasoline because of inefficient
traffic flow; individuals who refuse to follow recycling rules (esp. at multi-family
buildings) and contaminate recycling efforts by their neighbors
Single use plastics
Plastic pkg film, plastic bags, foam packing materials, cardboard boxes.
plastic, especially single use
Single use plastics and throwing away compostables/organic materials.
Single use plastic
I strongly support Evanston's efforts, but we need to set even more amibitious
goals on a much faster timeline. Plastics are a huge problem. Including plastic
bags. How to reduce the mass use of plastic bags by dog owners every day? How
to reduce the use of un-recycleable plastics, styrofoam in particular?
PLASTIC and Styrofoam packaging and containers in groceries and food service;
Cars; environmental heat and AC waste ( poor insulation for buildings)
recycling plastic films and bags
Contamination of carefully sorted recyclables. And plastic.
We need to reduce waste from the start. Reduce the use of plastic, promote
reusability in all forms. We need effective recycling with as large a participation as
possible. Educate, educate, educate. Make it easy but also make people feel it is a
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civic responsibility. We stopped littering in the 1960s, we can reduce waste and
recycle now. Continue to promote food composting.
Help people understand how they can advocate for reduction in waste with the
companies they buy from.
What are our commercial buildings and institutions doing? How can we help them
if they need it? How can they help us? Does NU have any innovative ideas they
want to try on us?
26 Disposing of plastics.
27 plastic bags handed out at stores; plastic containers & cutlery given out at
restaurants
28 Single use plastics
Policy 3: Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve
its intended outcome. Comments:

1

2
3
4

5
6

Want longer food/yard waste season
Plastic bags are in our lives is annoying
Neighbors don't compost b/c of animals
Not sure- Plastic thick bags
Plastic bags in grocery stores
Plastic Bags
Plastic Straws
Plastic straw tops
recycling plastic films and bags
plastic bags handed out at stores; plastic containers & cutlery given out at
restaurants

Policy 4: Require recycling at all properties. Adopt policies that provide all
properties equal access to waste diversion services such as recycling and
composting. Comments:
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

Many containers we get from the grocery store are not recyclable - many food
containers dog food, etc.
Electronics. What to do with batteries & light bulbs only once a year. In schools is
paper in classrooms going into garbage?
Mindless use and disposal. Have to educate various audiences: individuals,
schools , seniors, small business, etc. Provide suggest tools so waste reduction
becomes habit.
Food wrappers- packaging
Food waste
We need to recycle Styrofoam
Food waste/lack of recycling
Lack of efficient recycling, no city wide compost
People not knowing what recyclable and what's not
College students don't understand recycling
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10 Educating citizens + businesses to reduce, reuse, and recycle.
11 Householders and businesses lack the motivation to achieve a high rate of proper
recycling.
12 Motivating people to recycle & do it correctly.
13 People don't know/care what gets recycled.
14 That you can produce as much as you want and you don't pay more!
That not everyone has access to compost! Confusing with what can be recycled
what not, but new videos from city help.
How to reach people?
15 Not understanding what I can/can't recycle.
16 Businesses not recycling; Art fairs need more and easier recycling. More education
needed at all levels
17 Not enough education about recycling
18 Could cardboard be separated from other recyclables?
Overflowing trash
19 People don't know where or what to recycle
20 Multi-unit building not recycling/compost
21 Recyclables not being clean & ending up as trash anyway
22 I feel like waste reduction and separation is not widely practiced. Restaurants still
serve single use bowls/plates, and don't provide recycling options. Parks also don't
have recycling options.
23 Commercial property owners not providing the ability to recycle
24 Not enough cans
25 1. Businesses not being required to recycle or compost
2. Knowledge of recycling rules
26 Too much food waste
Too much packaging
Too much contamination of recycling
27 Which waste goes to which container
28 Challenge of properly recycling the full range of PLASTICS!
29 How to divert plastic to recycling
30 recycling contamination
31 More recycling and less packaging waste. Also, university waste, like students
disposing of garbage when leaving their dorms/apartments
32 Recycling- live in apt and always full of wrong stuff.
Trucks don't come often
33 I think the separation of recycling or waste
34 Not enough recycling opportunities in public spaces
35 People not recycling properly, especially rented buildings
36 Figuring out what can be recycled. Also, I'm concerned composting with yard waste
will attract rodents
37 Commercial, retail, restaurants, + recycling+ reduce+ compostable waste
-Recycling bins- going to landfill
38 The distinction between blue bins on commercial streets & rubbish carts seem to
hold remnants of both marketable commodity and waste.
39 Getting people to put garbage in the black cart not in the blue cart.
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40 I'm glad we're composting
Reduce more garbage/landfill
Contamination with recycling
41 Not enough participation in recycling. Expand the program.
42 Folks who DON'T recycle
43 Improving participation in recycling and composting. Awareness of donation/charity
of household items that are no longer needed.
44 Recycling separation is too complex
45 Batteries are hard to recycle. Medical items, where to dispose of them? Bring
plastic film into schools.
46 Equitable access to best practices i.e. compost/recycle/reuse.
47 Changing the way we think about plastic and what doesn't recycle
48 People don't really understand how to compost/participate in the recycling program
49 Businesses do not recycle.
NU could do better
50 Not enough bins for recycling throughout neighborhoods.
51 Does mixed recycling actually get recycled?
52 No recycle cans at special events- trash on the sidewalk
53 Plastic packaging and single-use plastic; waste of gasoline because of inefficient
traffic flow; individuals who refuse to follow recycling rules (esp. at multi-family
buildings) and contaminate recycling efforts by their neighbors
54 We live in a student neighborhood and they do not know the basics of
trash/recycling. I've contacted Student Affairs with a link to the recycling website
that I hope they will send out to students. A lot of adults who are conscientious
recyclers are confused about recycling rules. I didn't know that food can lids can't
be recycled unless they're 5" or larger. Also, I haven't been opening junk mail
because we get so much of it. I will do that in the future. The public
trash/recycling containers are misused. They are open and can attract rodents, but
also, people misuse them, not knowing the recycling rules.
55 I strongly support Evanston's efforts, but we need to set even more amibitious
goals on a much faster timeline. Plastics are a huge problem. Including plastic
bags. How to reduce the mass use of plastic bags by dog owners every day? How
to reduce the use of un-recycleable plastics, styrofoam in particular?
56 Is recycling actually being recycled? it seems it is shipped out to a facility outside of
Evanston like many do. Unfortunately, it has been shown recently that a good
amount of these facilities dont recycle on site bu just ship it out abroad. What is the
point of recycling if we dont actually create a local closed circuit to reuse the
materials, at least at the national level.
Composting bieng paying. Why is it not lumped in with the rest of the trash cost? I
am making an effort to help out trash reduction and have to pay extra? How is that
fair?
57 People not sorting recyclables properly. Need compostable food delivery packaging
when restaurants deliver food. Composting could be easier.
58 Not recycling as much as we should.
59 Too much of it - letâ€™s do more to reduce, reuse, recycle
60 recycling plastic films and bags
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61 Contamination of carefully sorted recyclables. And plastic.
62 We need to reduce waste from the start. Reduce the use of plastic, promote
reusability in all forms. We need effective recycling with as large a participation as
possible. Educate, educate, educate. Make it easy but also make people feel it is a
civic responsibility. We stopped littering in the 1960s, we can reduce waste and
recycle now. Continue to promote food composting.
Help people understand how they can advocate for reduction in waste with the
companies they buy from.
What are our commercial buildings and institutions doing? How can we help them
if they need it? How can they help us? Does NU have any innovative ideas they
want to try on us?
63 diversity of recycling programs & ease of use
64 Not enough recycling bins and composting options
65 Not enough receptacles for recycling and not enough separated receptacles in
public. Every home should be provided a recycling bin
66 individuals purchasing and throwing away too much stuff--items that have short life
and cannot be recycled
Other. Comments:
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Apathy- our systems isolate us from the consequences of our waste generation
choices.
Raising awareness + education.
Having the population become committed!
Mindless use and disposal. Have to educate various audiences: individuals,
schools , seniors, small business, etc. Provide suggest tools so waste reduction
becomes habit.
They should charge for garbage by the pound
We need to recycle Styrofoam
Not sure- Plastic thick bags
That I don't know any policies
Not enough small business help to help be Eco-friendly
Northwestern Students
#2
Too much of our waste can't be repurposed
Rats
Landfill/trash is very inexpensive
Styrofoam
Styrofoam cups
Styrofoam
Definitely not doing as much as we could. Sounds like diversion is the biggest
area for improvement? But not sure
Self control
Trash collection
Not sure. We are very new here.
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22 Owns rental properties

23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

It is hard to get rid of stuff. Large refuse disposal. Yard waste stickers and bags.
Fly dumping issues. The harder to get rid of stuff the more hard to find yard waste
stickers. Likely it is to have people fly dump.
Too much-generate less
Don't know other than we are too consumer oriented- we have too much stuff.
The gov't schools and some city departments are very wasteful
Finding local retailers with low waste packaging
Education about waste reduction services and impact it can have on climate and
environment
1. Waste of public "monies" by COE, D65, + ETHS.
2. Waste of talent by disregarding/discouraging citizens & blocs but if you mean
solid/environmental:
a) congestion + waste of time /fuel due to traffic + "controls";
b) Styrofoam
c) shipping leaves+ yard waste out of town
d) packaging from deliveries
Resident behavior/consumption patterns
Never thought about it
First time seeing the information, but I did learn somethings
Most of us have too much to give the issue much thought- We are too rich
There's too much of it!
No definitive plan- no enforcement- no re-use.
Lack of awareness about where our waste goes.
Confusion about what options even are
there's too much
I'm not knowledgeable enough about this topic to answer this question.
We need more yard composting; more food & beverages available in bulk - to
reduce packaging.
Improper waste management by residents due to lack of knowledge.
PLASTIC and Styrofoam packaging and containers in groceries and food service;
Cars; environmental heat and AC waste ( poor insulation for buildings)
Too much of it - letâ€™s do more to reduce, reuse, recycle
Too much
No understanding, no care, no incentives, no local reuse community, no reverse
vending, no local biodigester for compost/methane creation. No investment in
materials locally.
2. All of the following policies are in the City’s Climate Action and Resilience Plan.
Do you have any specific recommendations for how these policies should be
developed?

The comments collected for this question were broken into five different categories
based on the four policies that were being considered and another category for ones
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that did not fall under the four policy areas. Table 2. Represents the breakdown of which
categories respondents had specific recommendations for.

Table 2.
Policy
# of Responses
Percentage

Policy 1
42
18%

Policy 2
40
17%

Policy 3
41
18%

Policy 4
46
20%

Other
63
27%

Policy 1: Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate,
reduce, reuse, or compost their unsold food. Comments:
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

More education about what is recyclable. Have more composting available
I'd love to see composting bins @ homes with trash & recycling
1. Clarify where it's going
4 would be great!
1.Require businesses/institutions dealing with food to send it directly to biocomposting facilities.
3. Do not supply plastic or paper bags at supermarkets. Require customers to bring
their own. Or to purchase a renewable bag
1. Send food waste to biodigestor
3. People must bring their own bags. Charge for every bag a store hands out
1. Make sure restaurants have enough garbage bins. I see bins overflowing
downtown. If they have to compost, this may help.
2. Yes! Evanston hospital uses way too much plastic and there were no bins to
recycle- even newspapers.
3. Stop giving out thick plastic bags at Walgreens

4. Yes.
1. Go after retailers, espeically grocery stores to get rid of plastic & extra containers
2. Yes! And Restaurants w/plastic to go containers
3. Yes- and other plastics- i.e. Reggie bags
4. Yes- What about neighborhood composting spots comm+school gardens.
9 Provide food composting services as a part of hauling services
10 Need hybrid buses!
Tool Library
All good! (food waste)
11 Combine recycling and composting fees, make landfill fees more expensive.
Require composting at central drop-off points and eventually require composting at
all properties, including commercial and restaurants. Add composting bins next to
trash and recycling along city sidewalks.
12 Awareness of services. Particularly that composting is available.
8
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13 1. Big time
14 1. It would help if there were a place/system for them to use/ take their waste
2. Incentive some restaurants to pilot the program immediately
3. Enforcement; higher fees; education.
4. Careful with equity- lower income residents/businesses
15 1. Create a funding stream for collection of unused food to be donated to food
pantries/special needs housing
2. Source straw (like May) straws. A restaurant in Indianapolis does this
3. Require non-plastic bags. Offer reusable bags for sale and maybe deeply
discounted
4. Like Palo Alto: 3 bins at each property
16 Streamline composting so it's easier to understand for self + business
17 2. Better composting, reusable plant based cups
18 1. Provide composting service
2. Straw ban only focused on those who don't drink coffee. Compostables may be
effective. Plastic reusables don't really reduce waste b/c they don't last very long.
3. Would be good to encourage people to not get a bag if they don't need it. Bottle
recycling used to happen. Need to encourage.
4. Not a big deal. Has more recyclable material. Would like a smaller container.
Have had containers stolen.
19 1. Awareness
20 The university should put up compostable bins in every floor/building. Promote
compostable flatware/cups etc.
21 1 & 3
22 1. Super important
23 1. Do you have local resources/destinations for donation?
2. I would start eliminating these once a year.
3. Agreed
4. Agreed
24 Should do it especially meat
25 What works in other similar settings?
82% diversion rate is complex
1) Complex - they wanted to do ambitious things like compost diapers + collect
restaurant grease
26 1. VERY IMPORTANT- Also to join with neighbor communities so our businesses
are not at an economic disadvantage
Apply deposit per bottle concept to after plastic/single use or recyclable items that
are not getting recycled. ej plastic bags , packaging. Provide an economic incentive
for others to collect and recycle.
27 1. Thumbs up
2. Thumbs up. Use paper bags for recycling. Plastic bags for bathroom trash
3. Thumbs up
4. Thumbs up
28 1. I like the idea but force will be less acceptable than persuasion/incentives.
2. Also non-recyclable paper cups
3. Must say I like and reuse the thicker bags in CVS
4. Definitely agree!
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29
30
31

32

33
34

35

Anything we can do to multiply/leverage our individual actions/choices to force
providers/manufacturers/Corporate America to take these ideas into
consideration/incorporate into production is only concrete solution! REFUSE
bottle/can deposit law - it works!
Go after food services, restaurants, Starbucks, and other fast food.
1. Always thought places should be doing it
1.OK
2.OK
3. Charge a fee if someone wants a bag like Chicago does. The current law only
encourages more plastic bag waste. Alternatives to recycling given the lack of
markets for recycled materials in high density areas like Chicago.
4.OK
Not a ton of waste. Pre-measured in containers
-Composting with collective resource
-Uses mostly plastic package product shows well in a plastic bag. product has to
stay fresh. Open to exploring reducing single use plastics.
1. Every night tons of food is thrown out and could be distributed
1. Collaborating with Illinois Food Scrap Collection
2. Remember disabled persons
3. Assist companies in developing reusable bags w/ their logos as marketing tactic.
1. The pastry cases in Starbucks often have multiple items of the same kind, and
those items are only for display (not consumption). So multiple items of the same
kind presumably get thrown away every day after being used only to show off
Starbucks' pastries. I can't speak to other coffee shops, bakeries, etc. in Evanston,
but I wonder about how much food is wasted in this way alone.
3. It might be helpful to come up with alternatives or educate the public about
existing alternatives to plastic bags for insulating such items as raw meet
purchased from grocery stores. The plastic functions in part as a barrier against
getting blood/juices from raw meet, etc. all over people's clothes, personal carts,
vehicles, etc.
4. It's unfortunate that we aren't able to recycle #6 plastic. It might be helpful either
to discourage relevant businesses from selling or otherwise using #6 plastic or to
develop ways to allow for its recycling.
Also, I learned only recently that Evanston apparently no longer allows recycling of
shredded paper; this is an unfortunate change. It'd be great if we had some way to
recycle paper that contains sensitive information if shredding is not an option for
recycling.

[On a related note?]: Evanston's super-bright, cold-bluish Tallmadge street lights
may make it hard for some people to sleep well at night. Wilmette's softer, warmercolored street lights, by contrast, may be more conducive to getting a good night's
sleep and may also help to reduce light pollution. I recommend that this idea also
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36

37

38
39

40

be considered at some point if it's not already been. Thanks!
no free plastic bags allowed, period. Reusable, not reusable, they cannot be free.
That is how many other municipalities and countries changed behavior.
Lump the composting cost in the regular trash cost
Don't punish restaurant with hard to implement policy, help them by creating a
pickup for unsold food. A lot of these local restaurants are small businesses we
want to keep around.
Ideally trash should be paid by the pound (same for recycling). the more you
produce, the more you pay. There is 0 incentive to create less waste right now.
Alternatively, create a credit for households and business that produce less waste.
Implement deposit policies again if possible. for glass and other items. Pay upfront,
get refunded.
We need to band with other cities around us and see if we can get an aligned
direction. City based policy are not as good, they create a multitude of complexities
for businesses.
Wish I could lock my recycling bin and garden waste bin so neighbors wouldn't put
inappropriate items in them. Wish I could put compostable liner bags in the garden
waste bin for composting...I pay extra for composting now so I can use liners in my
countertop compost bucket. Large apartment buildings need bigger bins, so many
are overflowing in our neighborhood and there is waste everywhere once animals
get into overfilled bins.
I have no way to compost in my condo. Set up a city program for composting in
condos and apts.
Help provide economical alternatives to plastic straws, bottles go-cups, etc
restaurants. Help facilitate coordination between excess food and those unable to
obtain food.
1) provide businesses a list of companies that sell alternatives and a list of
approved items; give them brief info on how eliminating unnecessary things (like
straws, which can be given out by request only) helps everyone, 2) give them an
incentive (not sure what or how to fund it) to eliminate single-use plastics sooner the incentive could decrease each year so that the biggest incentive is given to
businesses who eliminate in 2020, next biggest in 2021, etc., 3) could the city
negotiate bulk pricing for compostable to-go cups, reusable (washable) straws
(again, only given by request so restaurants will buy a small quantity) and stirrers
(try tall spoons like in the old days which also work for smoothies consumed inhouse)? Businesses could choose their own or they could choose to purchase the
City's option through the City's distributor. I know it might be a lot of work for the
city to research alternatives and negotiate pricing every year and coordinate with
businesses to get them to sign up. But I don't see many businesses who seem to
care about the environment. They need help and a push or they won't do it. We
saw what happened with plastic bags - they just bought the cheapest thick plastic
bags and continued handing them out for free and unlimited. 4) encourage
businesses to sell reusable straws for to-go drinks. When customers buy an iced
drink in-house, it should come in a washable glass and patrons can take a
washable spoon if they wish. When customers buy an iced drink to go, at the time
of order, the store can ask "do you need a straw." If the person says yes, the store
charges for a reusable straw and tells them to bring it back for a discount on their
next beverage. Stores can give an incentive (25 cents off?) to customers who bring
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their own straw and they can charge customers who take a straw. This is not a new
concept. There are restaurants in Chicago and other cities that do this with to-go
containers and with bags. Evanston has caved to the plastic industry and been
complacent for far too long. See comment about the plastic bag ban total failure
mentioned in #3 above.
41 Give every Evanstonian a composite bin
42 Landlords should be required to provide sufficient recycling containers for all
tenants--business and residential, COE should ban single use plastics and
styrofoam products, COE should explore options for expanding materials it
currently collects for recycling (plastic bags (though these should eventually all be
banned, allowing stores to use thicker plastic bags is not a solution) and styrofoam
packing material, provide an accessible drop off center for large items, put in place
policies that ensure restaurants and groceries donate and/or compost unsold food.

Policy 2: Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out
the use of single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).
Comments:
1

2
3

4

I am not in favor of half measures or gradual incremental changes. No more plastic
bags- everyone just has to deal. Recycling required. Have a week in January when
there is no trash pick up + encourage everyone to try to be zero waste for that
week.
3. Not sure why target bags are so thick
1.Require businesses/institutions dealing with food to send it directly to biocomposting facilities.
3. Do not supply plastic or paper bags at supermarkets. Require customers to bring
their own. Or to purchase a renewable bag
1. Make sure restaurants have enough garbage bins. I see bins overflowing
downtown. If they have to compost, this may help.
2. Yes! Evanston hospital uses way too much plastic and there were no bins to
recycle- even newspapers.
3. Stop giving out thick plastic bags at Walgreens

5
6

7

8

4. Yes.
2. Coffee shops should only give single use plastic if clients specifically ask for it
and straws & stirrers should be banned.
1. Go after retailers, espeically grocery stores to get rid of plastic & extra containers
2. Yes! And Restaurants w/plastic to go containers
3. Yes- and other plastics- i.e. Reggie bags
4. Yes- What about neighborhood composting spots comm+school gardens.
1. It would help if there were a place/system for them to use/ take their waste
2. Incentive some restaurants to pilot the program immediately
3. Enforcement; higher fees; education.
4. Careful with equity- lower income residents/businesses
1. Create a funding stream for collection of unused food to be donated to food
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9
10
11
12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19
20

21

pantries/special needs housing
2. Source straw (like May) straws. A restaurant in Indianapolis does this
3. Require non-plastic bags. Offer reusable bags for sale and maybe deeply
discounted
4. Like Palo Alto: 3 bins at each property
2. Could be done much faster, plastic forks/knives, companies exist with
compostable plastics or paper products. Very doable
#2 + #3 are particularly important and should be expanded. #3 should be done
NOW!
2. Better composting, reusable plant based cups
1. Provide composting service
2. Straw ban only focused on those who don't drink coffee. Compostables may be
effective. Plastic reusables don't really reduce waste b/c they don't last very long.
3. Would be good to encourage people to not get a bag if they don't need it. Bottle
recycling used to happen. Need to encourage.
4. Not a big deal. Has more recyclable material. Would like a smaller container.
Have had containers stolen.
1. Do you have local resources/destinations for donation?
2. I would start eliminating these once a year.
3. Agreed
4. Agreed
Jewel now uses heavier plastic bags :(
Also climate change friendly
With clean directions and educations
Engage people with education
-Look at San Diego as model for Straws
#2 & #3 are visible but per pound, pale in comparison to packaging waste.
Change by the pound for garbage instead of by the bin.
#2 should add Styrofoam, and incentivize compostable substitutes.
1. VERY IMPORTANT- Also to join with neighbor communities so our businesses
are not at an economic disadvantage
Apply deposit per bottle concept to after plastic/single use or recyclable items that
are not getting recycled. ej plastic bags , packaging. Provide an economic incentive
for others to collect and recycle.
1,3,4 Just do it!
2. Need national effort to change packaging. Straws + stirrers are a small, small
part of the problem
Stores & establishments can offer discounts for reusable/refillable cups etc. At a
minimum discount the cost of item ie 25 cents off if you bring you own mug.
1. Thumbs up
2. Thumbs up. Use paper bags for recycling. Plastic bags for bathroom trash
3. Thumbs up
4. Thumbs up
1. I like the idea but force will be less acceptable than persuasion/incentives.
2. Also non-recyclable paper cups
3. Must say I like and reuse the thicker bags in CVS
4. Definitely agree!
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22

23

24

25

26
27

28
29

30

31
32

33
34
35

Anything we can do to multiply/leverage our individual actions/choices to force
providers/manufacturers/Corporate America to take these ideas into
consideration/incorporate into production is only concrete solution! REFUSE
bottle/can deposit law - it works!
1.OK
2.OK
3. Charge a fee if someone wants a bag like Chicago does. The current law only
encourages more plastic bag waste. Alternatives to recycling given the lack of
markets for recycled materials in high density areas like Chicago.
4.OK
Not a ton of waste. Pre-measured in containers
-Composting with collective resource
-Uses mostly plastic package product shows well in a plastic bag. product has to
stay fresh. Open to exploring reducing single use plastics.
2. Styrofoam- yes.
Does not seem possible to ban all single use items
Not ban paper single use, encourage to use single use paper instead
Ban Straws
- More bins for plastic bags
-Look into compostable Straws so people with disabilities are included.
3. People with disabilities rely on straws
1. Collaborating with Illinois Food Scrap Collection
2. Remember disabled persons
3. Assist companies in developing reusable bags w/ their logos as marketing tactic.
1. Do something to restrict people use single use plastics/ziplocks. It hurts me to
see friends, people use ziplocks everyday and toss it away instead of reusing.
No specifics, just general: Ban/tax plastics that have short-term non-medical use;
improve traffic light synchronization and traffic volume sensors to limit time vehicles
spend idling at stop lights/signs; educate pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers on
efficient traffic flow and interactions (not just right-of-way)
we need to use plastic for some garbage(like adult diapers) so requiring us to buy
them rather than letting us have and use grocery bags for that purpose seems
punitive; grocery bags can be recycled
To go cups should not be plastic lined, but paper so can be recycled.
I don't think replacing single use plastics with compostables is the solution (ie
replacing a plastic forks with a compostable fork) They're not recyclable and
typically require commercial composting (that is they won't break down if thrown in
trash or on the ground). They're effectively trash. Emphasizing reusables is better.
I think carry-out food containers should be paper. Whole Foods has already done
this, except in their deli section where they use recyclable plastic containers.
encourage restaurants to offer discounts if you bring your own 'to go' recepticles.
Ban styrofoam. Create some sort of 'badge' for busineses that go green.
no free plastic bags allowed, period. Reusable, not reusable, they cannot be free.
That is how many other municipalities and countries changed behavior.
Lump the composting cost in the regular trash cost
Don't punish restaurant with hard to implement policy, help them by creating a
pickup for unsold food. A lot of these local restaurants are small businesses we
want to keep around.
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37

38
39

40

Ideally trash should be paid by the pound (same for recycling). the more you
produce, the more you pay. There is 0 incentive to create less waste right now.
Alternatively, create a credit for households and business that produce less waste.
Implement deposit policies again if possible. for glass and other items. Pay upfront,
get refunded.
We need to band with other cities around us and see if we can get an aligned
direction. City based policy are not as good, they create a multitude of complexities
for businesses.
we cannot phase out all plastics so we need a way to recycle it. the Trex recycling
bins are great but very few people use them. this needs to be expanded to curbside
pickup
Help provide economical alternatives to plastic straws, bottles go-cups, etc
restaurants. Help facilitate coordination between excess food and those unable to
obtain food.
Stop using plastic straws.
1) provide businesses a list of companies that sell alternatives and a list of
approved items; give them brief info on how eliminating unnecessary things (like
straws, which can be given out by request only) helps everyone, 2) give them an
incentive (not sure what or how to fund it) to eliminate single-use plastics sooner the incentive could decrease each year so that the biggest incentive is given to
businesses who eliminate in 2020, next biggest in 2021, etc., 3) could the city
negotiate bulk pricing for compostable to-go cups, reusable (washable) straws
(again, only given by request so restaurants will buy a small quantity) and stirrers
(try tall spoons like in the old days which also work for smoothies consumed inhouse)? Businesses could choose their own or they could choose to purchase the
City's option through the City's distributor. I know it might be a lot of work for the
city to research alternatives and negotiate pricing every year and coordinate with
businesses to get them to sign up. But I don't see many businesses who seem to
care about the environment. They need help and a push or they won't do it. We
saw what happened with plastic bags - they just bought the cheapest thick plastic
bags and continued handing them out for free and unlimited. 4) encourage
businesses to sell reusable straws for to-go drinks. When customers buy an iced
drink in-house, it should come in a washable glass and patrons can take a
washable spoon if they wish. When customers buy an iced drink to go, at the time
of order, the store can ask "do you need a straw." If the person says yes, the store
charges for a reusable straw and tells them to bring it back for a discount on their
next beverage. Stores can give an incentive (25 cents off?) to customers who bring
their own straw and they can charge customers who take a straw. This is not a new
concept. There are restaurants in Chicago and other cities that do this with to-go
containers and with bags. Evanston has caved to the plastic industry and been
complacent for far too long. See comment about the plastic bag ban total failure
mentioned in #3 above.
Landlords should be required to provide sufficient recycling containers for all
tenants--business and residential, COE should ban single use plastics and
styrofoam products, COE should explore options for expanding materials it
currently collects for recycling (plastic bags (though these should eventually all be
banned, allowing stores to use thicker plastic bags is not a solution) and styrofoam
packing material, provide an accessible drop off center for large items, put in place
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policies that ensure restaurants and groceries donate and/or compost unsold food.

Policy 3: Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve
its intended outcome. Comments:
1

2
3

4
5

6

7

8
9

I am not in favor of half measures or gradual incremental changes. No more plastic
bags- everyone just has to deal. Recycling required. Have a week in January when
there is no trash pick up + encourage everyone to try to be zero waste for that
week.
3. Divvy program for bags
Parks should have recycling not just garbage
Target groups that want to participate in daycare, preschools, classrooms in District
65. Coordinate with school gardening programs. Hold a workshop, bring sturdy
fabric sewing machines + make shopping bags.
3. Not sure why target bags are so thick
Taxing bags
More info on recycling
Education programs
*All these seem very feasible & important. I would add
2. Ban polystyrene cups & take out containers
The main concern is implementation/enforcement & teaching people to divert their
waste.
3. Bag fee?
1.Require businesses/institutions dealing with food to send it directly to biocomposting facilities.
3. Do not supply plastic or paper bags at supermarkets. Require customers to bring
their own. Or to purchase a renewable bag
1. Send food waste to biodigestor
3. People must bring their own bags. Charge for every bag a store hands out
1. Make sure restaurants have enough garbage bins. I see bins overflowing
downtown. If they have to compost, this may help.
2. Yes! Evanston hospital uses way too much plastic and there were no bins to
recycle- even newspapers.
3. Stop giving out thick plastic bags at Walgreens

4. Yes.
10 1. Go after retailers, espeically grocery stores to get rid of plastic & extra containers
2. Yes! And Restaurants w/plastic to go containers
3. Yes- and other plastics- i.e. Reggie bags
4. Yes- What about neighborhood composting spots comm+school gardens.
11 All really great.
Wouldn't mind penalties for non-compliance.
Chicago bag tax is effective.
12 1. Awesome
2. Awesome
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13

14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26

27

3. Require retailers to provide paper bags. With zero waste programs where
community members bring their own jars, bags, cups there is risk of allergen &
disease contamination & spread. How can we limit/eliminate those risks?
4. Awesome
1. It would help if there were a place/system for them to use/ take their waste
2. Incentive some restaurants to pilot the program immediately
3. Enforcement; higher fees; education.
4. Careful with equity- lower income residents/businesses
1. Create a funding stream for collection of unused food to be donated to food
pantries/special needs housing
2. Source straw (like May) straws. A restaurant in Indianapolis does this
3. Require non-plastic bags. Offer reusable bags for sale and maybe deeply
discounted
4. Like Palo Alto: 3 bins at each property
3. charge for plastic bags
#2 + #3 are particularly important and should be expanded. #3 should be done
NOW!
Ban the plastic bag usage
Educate kids by involving them
1. Provide composting service
2. Straw ban only focused on those who don't drink coffee. Compostables may be
effective. Plastic reusables don't really reduce waste b/c they don't last very long.
3. Would be good to encourage people to not get a bag if they don't need it. Bottle
recycling used to happen. Need to encourage.
4. Not a big deal. Has more recyclable material. Would like a smaller container.
Have had containers stolen.
Update #3
1&3
1. Do you have local resources/destinations for donation?
2. I would start eliminating these once a year.
3. Agreed
4. Agreed
In my building people dispose of plastic bags + cardboard- do not understand what
is not to go in recycle bin.
Plastic shopping bags should be restricted step by step
currently, which really helps a lot in saving energy
Reinforce the "bring your own bag" for grocery store purchases
#2 & #3 are visible but per pound, pale in comparison to packaging waste.
Change by the pound for garbage instead of by the bin.
#2 should add Styrofoam, and incentivize compostable substitutes.
1. VERY IMPORTANT- Also to join with neighbor communities so our businesses
are not at an economic disadvantage
Apply deposit per bottle concept to after plastic/single use or recyclable items that
are not getting recycled. ej plastic bags , packaging. Provide an economic incentive
for others to collect and recycle.
1. Thumbs up
2. Thumbs up. Use paper bags for recycling. Plastic bags for bathroom trash
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3. Thumbs up
4. Thumbs up
28 1. I like the idea but force will be less acceptable than persuasion/incentives.
2. Also non-recyclable paper cups
3. Must say I like and reuse the thicker bags in CVS
4. Definitely agree!

29

30

31
32

33

34
35

36

Anything we can do to multiply/leverage our individual actions/choices to force
providers/manufacturers/Corporate America to take these ideas into
consideration/incorporate into production is only concrete solution! REFUSE
bottle/can deposit law - it works!
Please don't and plastic bags I reuse them all the time for trash bags, stinky
diapers, and giving things to other people. If you ban the bags I'll just have to buy
more. When I walk my pets I use the plastic bags to pick up their waste. I think it
would be good to require clean trash bags to promote recycling, much like what
they do in the Scandinavian countries.
1.OK
2.OK
3. Charge a fee if someone wants a bag like Chicago does. The current law only
encourages more plastic bag waste. Alternatives to recycling given the lack of
markets for recycled materials in high density areas like Chicago.
4.OK
3. Encourage/offer reusable bags instead
4. Make it easier for people to know what to recycle!
Not a ton of waste. Pre-measured in containers
-Composting with collective resource
-Uses mostly plastic package product shows well in a plastic bag. product has to
stay fresh. Open to exploring reducing single use plastics.
1. Collaborating with Illinois Food Scrap Collection
2. Remember disabled persons
3. Assist companies in developing reusable bags w/ their logos as marketing tactic.
3. Good; incremental
we need to use plastic for some garbage(like adult diapers) so requiring us to buy
them rather than letting us have and use grocery bags for that purpose seems
punitive; grocery bags can be recycled
1. The pastry cases in Starbucks often have multiple items of the same kind, and
those items are only for display (not consumption). So multiple items of the same
kind presumably get thrown away every day after being used only to show off
Starbucks' pastries. I can't speak to other coffee shops, bakeries, etc. in Evanston,
but I wonder about how much food is wasted in this way alone.
3. It might be helpful to come up with alternatives or educate the public about
existing alternatives to plastic bags for insulating such items as raw meet
purchased from grocery stores. The plastic functions in part as a barrier against
getting blood/juices from raw meet, etc. all over people's clothes, personal carts,
vehicles, etc.
4. It's unfortunate that we aren't able to recycle #6 plastic. It might be helpful either
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to discourage relevant businesses from selling or otherwise using #6 plastic or to
develop ways to allow for its recycling.
Also, I learned only recently that Evanston apparently no longer allows recycling of
shredded paper; this is an unfortunate change. It'd be great if we had some way to
recycle paper that contains sensitive information if shredding is not an option for
recycling.
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[On a related note?]: Evanston's super-bright, cold-bluish Tallmadge street lights
may make it hard for some people to sleep well at night. Wilmette's softer, warmercolored street lights, by contrast, may be more conducive to getting a good night's
sleep and may also help to reduce light pollution. I recommend that this idea also
be considered at some point if it's not already been. Thanks!
Provide low-cost, rat-resistant compost bins to city residents and businesses. Find
a sponsor to underwrite free, lightweight, fun tote bags for distribution at farmers'
markets, the library, schools, the ecology center, realtors (to give to home-buyer
clients) etc. This could be an ongoing, one-time distribution or once a year. Provide
free signs to retailers stores that ask customers: Do You Have Your Bag?, or
something along those lines. Make bringing your own bag "hip."
no free plastic bags allowed, period. Reusable, not reusable, they cannot be free.
That is how many other municipalities and countries changed behavior.
Lump the composting cost in the regular trash cost
Don't punish restaurant with hard to implement policy, help them by creating a
pickup for unsold food. A lot of these local restaurants are small businesses we
want to keep around.
Ideally trash should be paid by the pound (same for recycling). the more you
produce, the more you pay. There is 0 incentive to create less waste right now.
Alternatively, create a credit for households and business that produce less waste.
Implement deposit policies again if possible. for glass and other items. Pay upfront,
get refunded.
We need to band with other cities around us and see if we can get an aligned
direction. City based policy are not as good, they create a multitude of complexities
for businesses.
I'd like to just have and reuse plastic grocery bags than have tbuy others to remove
wet garbage like adult diapers .
1) provide businesses a list of companies that sell alternatives and a list of
approved items; give them brief info on how eliminating unnecessary things (like
straws, which can be given out by request only) helps everyone, 2) give them an
incentive (not sure what or how to fund it) to eliminate single-use plastics sooner the incentive could decrease each year so that the biggest incentive is given to
businesses who eliminate in 2020, next biggest in 2021, etc., 3) could the city
negotiate bulk pricing for compostable to-go cups, reusable (washable) straws
(again, only given by request so restaurants will buy a small quantity) and stirrers
(try tall spoons like in the old days which also work for smoothies consumed inhouse)? Businesses could choose their own or they could choose to purchase the
City's option through the City's distributor. I know it might be a lot of work for the
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city to research alternatives and negotiate pricing every year and coordinate with
businesses to get them to sign up. But I don't see many businesses who seem to
care about the environment. They need help and a push or they won't do it. We
saw what happened with plastic bags - they just bought the cheapest thick plastic
bags and continued handing them out for free and unlimited. 4) encourage
businesses to sell reusable straws for to-go drinks. When customers buy an iced
drink in-house, it should come in a washable glass and patrons can take a
washable spoon if they wish. When customers buy an iced drink to go, at the time
of order, the store can ask "do you need a straw." If the person says yes, the store
charges for a reusable straw and tells them to bring it back for a discount on their
next beverage. Stores can give an incentive (25 cents off?) to customers who bring
their own straw and they can charge customers who take a straw. This is not a new
concept. There are restaurants in Chicago and other cities that do this with to-go
containers and with bags. Evanston has caved to the plastic industry and been
complacent for far too long. See comment about the plastic bag ban total failure
mentioned in #3 above.
41 Landlords should be required to provide sufficient recycling containers for all
tenants--business and residential, COE should ban single use plastics and
styrofoam products, COE should explore options for expanding materials it
currently collects for recycling (plastic bags (though these should eventually all be
banned, allowing stores to use thicker plastic bags is not a solution) and styrofoam
packing material, provide an accessible drop off center for large items, put in place
policies that ensure restaurants and groceries donate and/or compost unsold food.
Policy 4: Require recycling at all properties. Adopt policies that provide all
properties equal access to waste diversion services such as recycling and
composting. Comments:
1

I think to change packaging you have to make laws that forbid packaging that is not
recyclable
2 I am not in favor of half measures or gradual incremental changes. No more plastic
bags- everyone just has to deal. Recycling required. Have a week in January when
there is no trash pick up + encourage everyone to try to be zero waste for that
week.
3 3. Divvy program for bags
Parks should have recycling not just garbage
4 Require restaurants to use recyclable containers for take home
5 4. More drop off spots, collection spots; publicize current waste disposal practice,
library posting.
6 More education about what is recyclable. Have more composting available
7 3. Big one since visible
8 Taxing bags
More info on recycling
Education programs
9 4 would be great!
10 1. Make sure restaurants have enough garbage bins. I see bins overflowing
downtown. If they have to compost, this may help.
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2. Yes! Evanston hospital uses way too much plastic and there were no bins to
recycle- even newspapers.
3. Stop giving out thick plastic bags at Walgreens
4. Yes.
11 Require businesses to only sell products in reusable containers. Require
restaurants to only use recyclable or reusable materials. I like all 4 policies.
12 4. Without an implementation plan & education plan how can you ensure that
people who are "forced" to recycle know how to do it properly?
13 Combine recycling and composting fees, make landfill fees more expensive.
Require composting at central drop-off points and eventually require composting at
all properties, including commercial and restaurants. Add composting bins next to
trash and recycling along city sidewalks.
14 I like CARP. I think it's most important to educate. Michigan has something where
you get 2 cents back when recycling a can.
15 4. Door to door education education on recycling. Support schools in educating
students on sustainability
16 No recycling signs! Hard to spot...
17 4. Fine owners if no recycling is available.
18 1. It would help if there were a place/system for them to use/ take their waste
2. Incentive some restaurants to pilot the program immediately
3. Enforcement; higher fees; education.
4. Careful with equity- lower income residents/businesses
19 1. Create a funding stream for collection of unused food to be donated to food
pantries/special needs housing
2. Source straw (like May) straws. A restaurant in Indianapolis does this
3. Require non-plastic bags. Offer reusable bags for sale and maybe deeply
discounted
4. Like Palo Alto: 3 bins at each property
20 1. Provide composting service
2. Straw ban only focused on those who don't drink coffee. Compostables may be
effective. Plastic reusables don't really reduce waste b/c they don't last very long.
3. Would be good to encourage people to not get a bag if they don't need it. Bottle
recycling used to happen. Need to encourage.
4. Not a big deal. Has more recyclable material. Would like a smaller container.
Have had containers stolen.
21 Everyone commercial and residential should be required to recycle all recyclable
materials
22 1. Do you have local resources/destinations for donation?
2. I would start eliminating these once a year.
3. Agreed
4. Agreed
23 In my building people dispose of plastic bags + cardboard- do not understand what
is not to go in recycle bin.
24 Really important and agree
Who will do the recycling and where will it be take?
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Do not trust that recycling is actually being recycled. They believe it is being landfilled.
The last sentence above seems a good idea and could benefit renters.
4. Must be required or pay excessive fee
1. VERY IMPORTANT- Also to join with neighbor communities so our businesses
are not at an economic disadvantage
Apply deposit per bottle concept to after plastic/single use or recyclable items that
are not getting recycled. ej plastic bags , packaging. Provide an economic incentive
for others to collect and recycle.
1. Thumbs up
2. Thumbs up. Use paper bags for recycling. Plastic bags for bathroom trash
3. Thumbs up
4. Thumbs up
1. I like the idea but force will be less acceptable than persuasion/incentives.
2. Also non-recyclable paper cups
3. Must say I like and reuse the thicker bags in CVS
4. Definitely agree!
Anything we can do to multiply/leverage our individual actions/choices to force
providers/manufacturers/Corporate America to take these ideas into
consideration/incorporate into production is only concrete solution! REFUSE
bottle/can deposit law - it works!
Please don't and plastic bags I reuse them all the time for trash bags, stinky
diapers, and giving things to other people. If you ban the bags I'll just have to buy
more. When I walk my pets I use the plastic bags to pick up their waste. I think it
would be good to require clean trash bags to promote recycling, much like what
they do in the Scandinavian countries.
1.OK
2.OK
3. Charge a fee if someone wants a bag like Chicago does. The current law only
encourages more plastic bag waste. Alternatives to recycling given the lack of
markets for recycled materials in high density areas like Chicago.
4.OK
3. Encourage/offer reusable bags instead
4. Make it easier for people to know what to recycle!
Mandatory recycling for commercial and multi unit apartment buildings.
Solar power for city buildings
4. More recycling product options
We are new to Evanston and are appalled there are no recycle cans at events.
Marketing a black trash can with a recycle sign really doesn't work - Invest in
recyclable cans.
we need to use plastic for some garbage(like adult diapers) so requiring us to buy
them rather than letting us have and use grocery bags for that purpose seems
punitive; grocery bags can be recycled
1. The pastry cases in Starbucks often have multiple items of the same kind, and
those items are only for display (not consumption). So multiple items of the same
kind presumably get thrown away every day after being used only to show off
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Starbucks' pastries. I can't speak to other coffee shops, bakeries, etc. in Evanston,
but I wonder about how much food is wasted in this way alone.
3. It might be helpful to come up with alternatives or educate the public about
existing alternatives to plastic bags for insulating such items as raw meet
purchased from grocery stores. The plastic functions in part as a barrier against
getting blood/juices from raw meet, etc. all over people's clothes, personal carts,
vehicles, etc.
4. It's unfortunate that we aren't able to recycle #6 plastic. It might be helpful either
to discourage relevant businesses from selling or otherwise using #6 plastic or to
develop ways to allow for its recycling.
Also, I learned only recently that Evanston apparently no longer allows recycling of
shredded paper; this is an unfortunate change. It'd be great if we had some way to
recycle paper that contains sensitive information if shredding is not an option for
recycling.
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[On a related note?]: Evanston's super-bright, cold-bluish Tallmadge street lights
may make it hard for some people to sleep well at night. Wilmette's softer, warmercolored street lights, by contrast, may be more conducive to getting a good night's
sleep and may also help to reduce light pollution. I recommend that this idea also
be considered at some point if it's not already been. Thanks!
To go cups should not be plastic lined, but paper so can be recycled.
I don't think replacing single use plastics with compostables is the solution (ie
replacing a plastic forks with a compostable fork) They're not recyclable and
typically require commercial composting (that is they won't break down if thrown in
trash or on the ground). They're effectively trash. Emphasizing reusables is better.
I think carry-out food containers should be paper. Whole Foods has already done
this, except in their deli section where they use recyclable plastic containers.
no free plastic bags allowed, period. Reusable, not reusable, they cannot be free.
That is how many other municipalities and countries changed behavior.
Lump the composting cost in the regular trash cost
Don't punish restaurant with hard to implement policy, help them by creating a
pickup for unsold food. A lot of these local restaurants are small businesses we
want to keep around.
Ideally trash should be paid by the pound (same for recycling). the more you
produce, the more you pay. There is 0 incentive to create less waste right now.
Alternatively, create a credit for households and business that produce less waste.
Implement deposit policies again if possible. for glass and other items. Pay upfront,
get refunded.
We need to band with other cities around us and see if we can get an aligned
direction. City based policy are not as good, they create a multitude of complexities
for businesses.
Wish I could lock my recycling bin and garden waste bin so neighbors wouldn't put
inappropriate items in them. Wish I could put compostable liner bags in the garden
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waste bin for composting...I pay extra for composting now so I can use liners in my
countertop compost bucket. Large apartment buildings need bigger bins, so many
are overflowing in our neighborhood and there is waste everywhere once animals
get into overfilled bins.
we cannot phase out all plastics so we need a way to recycle it. the Trex recycling
bins are great but very few people use them. this needs to be expanded to curbside
pickup
Simplify recycling instructions
1) provide businesses a list of companies that sell alternatives and a list of
approved items; give them brief info on how eliminating unnecessary things (like
straws, which can be given out by request only) helps everyone, 2) give them an
incentive (not sure what or how to fund it) to eliminate single-use plastics sooner the incentive could decrease each year so that the biggest incentive is given to
businesses who eliminate in 2020, next biggest in 2021, etc., 3) could the city
negotiate bulk pricing for compostable to-go cups, reusable (washable) straws
(again, only given by request so restaurants will buy a small quantity) and stirrers
(try tall spoons like in the old days which also work for smoothies consumed inhouse)? Businesses could choose their own or they could choose to purchase the
City's option through the City's distributor. I know it might be a lot of work for the
city to research alternatives and negotiate pricing every year and coordinate with
businesses to get them to sign up. But I don't see many businesses who seem to
care about the environment. They need help and a push or they won't do it. We
saw what happened with plastic bags - they just bought the cheapest thick plastic
bags and continued handing them out for free and unlimited. 4) encourage
businesses to sell reusable straws for to-go drinks. When customers buy an iced
drink in-house, it should come in a washable glass and patrons can take a
washable spoon if they wish. When customers buy an iced drink to go, at the time
of order, the store can ask "do you need a straw." If the person says yes, the store
charges for a reusable straw and tells them to bring it back for a discount on their
next beverage. Stores can give an incentive (25 cents off?) to customers who bring
their own straw and they can charge customers who take a straw. This is not a new
concept. There are restaurants in Chicago and other cities that do this with to-go
containers and with bags. Evanston has caved to the plastic industry and been
complacent for far too long. See comment about the plastic bag ban total failure
mentioned in #3 above.
Landlords should be required to provide sufficient recycling containers for all
tenants--business and residential, COE should ban single use plastics and
styrofoam products, COE should explore options for expanding materials it
currently collects for recycling (plastic bags (though these should eventually all be
banned, allowing stores to use thicker plastic bags is not a solution) and styrofoam
packing material, provide an accessible drop off center for large items, put in place
policies that ensure restaurants and groceries donate and/or compost unsold food.

Other. Comments:
1

I am not in favor of half measures or gradual incremental changes. No more
plastic bags- everyone just has to deal. Recycling required. Have a week in
January when there is no trash pick up + encourage everyone to try to be zero
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waste for that week.
Target groups that want to participate in daycare, preschools, classrooms in
District 65. Coordinate with school gardening programs. Hold a workshop, bring
sturdy fabric sewing machines + make shopping bags.
4. More drop off spots, collection spots; publicize current waste disposal practice,
library posting.
Use data to determine best course of action
Agree on all 4 points- especially #1
Agree
Taxing bags
More info on recycling
Education programs
All sounds good!
These look positive to me
It's funny how these things are super easy and may be made convenient if
everyone participated but for that to happen government & big organization has
to participate.
I think it just needs to be enacted & required and eventually people will learn that
they head to get on board.
I'm not educated enough on the topic!
*All these seem very feasible & important. I would add
2. Ban polystyrene cups & take out containers
The main concern is implementation/enforcement & teaching people to divert their
waste.
3. Bag fee?
I think the time is right to update the policy
Once enacted budget + personnel for enforcing must be assigned
Separate food bins?
Better rat abatement.
Need hybrid buses!
Tool Library
All good! (food waste)
1. Can be tough to implement because need education infrastructure to support
retailers in advancing this goal. Policy needs Implementation plan.
2. What Implementation support is needed to help with the transition.
3. Need to change consumer behavior as well as the law. More teeth in the
requirement/law.
All really great.
Wouldn't mind penalties for non-compliance.
Chicago bag tax is effective.
Do all of this
Have support
All Good!!
1. Awesome
2. Awesome
3. Require retailers to provide paper bags. With zero waste programs where
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community members bring their own jars, bags, cups there is risk of allergen &
disease contamination & spread. How can we limit/eliminate those risks?
4. Awesome
No specific recommendations
Introduce gamification to the initiatives: Live maps/graphs to illustrate the progress
(on web). Neighborhood competitions? Coopetition? (Just learning about this) Fee
reduction for implementing practices (rain garden).
In favor of all of them quickly developed. Priority
1. Good
2. Neutral
3. Didn't know problems
4. Good
Concerned about effect on businesses
These all are great policies
I wasn't sure which of these would have the most impact & costs. I wanted to
know more about the policies to figure out which to support.
Focus more on advocacy regarding reasoning rather than just making changes so
that people know why changing their lifestyle.
Sounds great
Support this in general. Some concern about small vendors and cost impact for
them. Maybe get an exemption for companies with smaller income?
I believe any proposal should have clear cost/benefit analysis. We can't do
everything at once. Prioritize.
#NAME?
All of these are essential and need to be implemented simultaneously and
aggressively.
They should all be developed
Sounds reasonable
Great!
Michael Weathers
What works in other similar settings?
82% diversion rate is complex
1) Complex - they wanted to do ambitious things like compost diapers + collect
restaurant grease
All of the above are excellent but I am not an expert on policy development. It
might be good to start with pilot programs for 3-6 months to work out the issues
and to help change behavior.
Would love to have the city organize field trips to a recycling facility. I think it
would open peoples' eyes

3. What do you think is the most confusing part about recycling and composting in
Evanston?
The comments collected for this question are listed below. No comments were edited or
altered; they all appear in the form that they were submitted.
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Composting you have to pay for
Understanding the "rules" for what can be recycled and what can't
Recently started composting at home. Winter gap program is really great. Easy to
sign up. Composting at schools.
People don't know what numbers of plastic are recyclable
Understanding it all - taking time to understand to invest in the process
Knowing the "rules"
What can be composted/recycled and not especially if the paper container is dirty
with food
What plastics can be recycled
Labeling
Knowing if its a myth
Not clear what can be recycled
Plastic #s
Not everybody knows what to do with plastic bags
No information
Recycling items that had food/liquid
Not sure what can be recycled in Evanston, not sure where to compost
People usually put everything in the trash cans as opposed to being mindful of the
recyclable items
People usually put everything in the trash cans as opposed to being mindful of the
recyclable items
Lack of info/ graphics/signage
Knowing what's allowed and what's not.
Not enough resources to do that
Capacity + what's done with it
not knowing how/what to do
No actual guide, people respond more to infomercials about what can be recycled.
Knowing what's recyclable
I haven't been here long so I'm no expert, but all facilities could improve in clear
communication/signs for sorting.
Types of materials
most people still do not understand what is compostable or recyclable.
Most people do not understand what is recyclable
Composting
Food containers -> Recycle. How well do they need to be rinsed?
Plastics
What can be recycled
Food waste not well explained
I would like to have composting available to every house without cost. More info to
residents about what is recyclable.
Where to recycle all the special things: batteries, electronics, etc. Why no
community wide compost program without extra cost & just obligatory for all
properties. Food has usually one of the biggest in landfill waste
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* Plastic bags going into recycling when they are labeled with triangle 4.
* Contamination of containers
What can be put in recycling cart
Getting down to the kitty gritty -> remembering in the moment at home what is/is
not recyclable -> how clean does it have to be? How do I know this is actually
being recycled? How can we create jobs around recycling and composting? How
are you involving kids & H.S. students?
Idea of putting meat in yard waste bin. Dirty and smelly!
What can and can't be easily recycled or composted - need cheat sheets!
Challenging to make the right sorting decisions on recycling. Observe too much
contamination in recycle bins.
There are a lot of rules
Make info available at the point of sale. Make special collection programs more
available to residents.
Not enough information on how successful our recycling is.
Not confident it is being recycled.
Landlord issue. Not sure which containers are hers. Which are for recycling vs
garbage? Moves a lot and communication from landlord is hit or miss.
Not confusing, but food waste in yard bin is too messy.
Not sure about what is recycled/not recycled
Not knowing exactly what to recycle sometimes
Binage out in public
How to clean recyclables, what is not recyclable
Sometimes it's difficult just finding spots for recycling & composting
Unclear where "recycled" products end up (napkins,etc.)
That plastic bags are not accepted. #6 is an anomaly. Mixed material items ( plastic
+ paper containers.
What goes in and doesn't the triangle
Follow rules appreciated social media campaign effective
How to get people to care
Unsure
Some substantial contamination exists- need more education; greater penalties for
non-compliance
I think there is conflicting information about the what he rules are. The fact sheet
was great
Composting is easy
For recycling, knowing which items contaminate the rest.
Determining whether milk cartons and other coated paper containers can be
recycled
No confusion
I don't know
How it works for large/student apartment buildings
Cost provisions
Despite having recycling bins and garbage bins people still do not separate
recyclables from garbage and throw these items in the most convenient bin.
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Plastic that can/cannot be recycled
Which plastic items are properly recyclables
What numbered plastics are recyclable?
How to motivate citizens
What to do, what materials to recycle and how to do so.
There's just a lack of understanding from person to person of what can or can't be
recycled.
My apartment complex doesn't recycle
Packaging labeling, lack of recycling stations, more public displays about recycling
practices.
Inconvenient
Light bulbs of all kinds are hard to recycle. Batteries are hard to recycle.
Clear indications on what can be recycled
The separation of recyclable materials -> i.e. which can be recycled, and which
cannot. Should be marked on the side of all recycling containers.
Pizza boxes
Haven't really seen composting
I think he instructions and accessible facilities
What goes where (e.g. cans, cups, etc)
What items can/can't be recycled/composted?
What items are recyclable
Plastics
Where can people compost? What can be recycled or not, how to separate your
waste? More publicity about these types of initiatives throughout downtown
Evanston?
N/A
Not confusing but a lot of people don't care
Recycling- What can/can't be recycled
Composting- What can/can't be composted
Maybe print on containers
Yard waste. What is recyclable plastic.
Is market over saturated for recycling
People told me Evanston doesn't recycle tins/bottles anymore?!
As a former NCRA member - west- I know that was absurd
1. What constitutes as plastic that can be recycled
2. More specifically on what can or cannot be recycled in general
Knowing what plastic goes where. Access to composting spot in neighborhood.
The compost bins were distributed without useful instructions.
Most don't know what they don't know
Where trashes go to? What procedure? Just more ad/pronoun caution
-Knowing + remembering which # plastics
- Having to pay more for a yard waste bin
Not enough people CARE about it.
Put a sticker on the recycling container for violators
Make it easy- use color codes and encourage folks tom start small then ramp up
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during the year.
Approach to "yard waste" is schizophrenic.
Policy fails to capture life cycle GHG footprint of bought/delivered goods
You need to impose fines for those who do not recycle
Failure to educate and simply add compost to yard waste
Feedback to households on recycling basics, training is needed.
Too complex- Figure out how to sort at processing plants. Allow bags, Styrofoam,
bubblewrap, etc.
Eliminating ambiguity on plastic lined cardboard & other possible contaminants.
Prob just symbol marked on containers for recycling
Which plastics we cannot recycle.
Plastic! Single cart for all recycling seems to encourage contamination or maybe
people are just lazy
I have no clue which numbers are recyclable here
Education everywhere- composting isn't so easy .
What can be really recycled and remade into usable products
Correctly separating items for each function
If a household doesn't generate yard waste how are they expected to compost in
the bin? Info is extremely unclear
Mixing recycling items = bad idea
Which plastics, paper, + foam items are acceptable
I think it's fine. Can you put what you can recycle on the recycling bins? Same thing
for the yard waste bins.
Don't think it's confusing
Which plastics can be recycled and what parts of packaging are recyclable
(Bottles? Cups? Labels?)
Need more clear language
Does stuff really get recycled or does it go to the landfill. What is easier for the city
to recycle? Glass or plastic
Knowing where to compost in public spaces
What types of materials can be included in mixed recycling? How those with food
residue effect the entire can?
Very little is confusing when one reads the instructions
containers with mixed components and knowing what to do with themWe
I've consistently been confused about how to recycle electronic-related items (e.g.,
computer mouse, USB cable, cell phone, batteries). It'd be great if Evanston had a
few one-stop-shop recycling centers that were easily accessed by multiple kinds of
public transit (e.g., both Metra and Pace bus, both CTA "L" train and CTA bus, both
Metra train and CTA/Pace bus) to make it easier to recycle items that we're
apparently forbidden to put into our recycling bins.
Know what is & isnâ€™t recyclable
People put plastic bags of recycling in bins.
What can and can't be recycled. It's not the city's fault. People don't know. I wonder
if single stream would be better than multi stream. Then the most desirable,
profitable materials would be more likely to be recycled and not contaminated
(aluminum cans, plastic bottles). This might minimize "wish-cycling"
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125 I'm actually not sure how to get started on the composting program
126 All of it. I went to the link about recycling and learned some things that I wasn't
aware of. Perhaps a city wide mailing with the recycling rules and the link to the
City page.
127 Limited options for composting in addition to no-cost as wekk as little
understanding for the need and benefits of it.
128 Composting is not accessible, it is an extra fee. That makes no sense.
Recycling is fine but we need clarification on whether the recycling facilities used
by Evanston actually do recycle our waste. There is been questions in the media
around this, and until this is answered it will provide an excuse for people to stop
their efforts.
129 People don't know what is recyclable and what isn't, even though there are great
videos on your site to explain. People think compost will stink so they don't collect
it, even though collecting it is easy if you're able to use compostable liner
bags...and a huge part of our trash is compostable. If more people composted,
there would be fewer animal issues in bins because there wouldn't be tasty trash
for raccoons and squirrels.
130 I am never sure if I am doing it right and then don't know what happens after that...
131 We should issue tickets $$$ to people who are not recycling correctly or who are
putting recyclable material in the regular trash.
132 What can be recycled Ianâ€™s IF itâ€™s actually getting recycled
133 what plastic is acceptable in the blue bins
134 Convincing those who can't be bothered to recycle, to care about recycling.
135 Type of plastic and composting from apt, condo, retirement bldgs
136 What is recyclable? My family has been putting pizza boxes in the recycling bin for
years but now we have learned that anything with food on it cannot be recycled.
This is very confusing.
137 knowing which items will contaminate the recycled materials.
138 Complexity of recycling classification
139 I donâ€™t know if Three Crowns Park where I live does composting.
140 What is acceptable and degree of contamination
141 what plastics are acceptable
142 What to do with #6 plastic. I don't think the rest of it is confusing. I think most
people don't care. They feel like their doing enough by collecting recyclables and
don't want to know how to do it properly. They throw everything into a plastic
garbage bag and throw that bag in the recycling bin. No matter how many times I
tell my neighbors to put their recyclables in the bin loose, that plastic bags of stuff
will end up going in the landfill, they continue to dump plastic bags of recyclables
and non-recyclables into the recycling bin because that's the system that works for
them. They will open the lid that has a "no plastic bags" sticker and dump their
plastic bag. Maybe you could do a mass education campaign, send every
household a postcard that says no plastic bags in the recycling bin. That might get
through to some but I'm not that confidence. It would have to be done every year
since people move.
143 With a 7% recycling success rate it's confusing whether it's worth it. Make people
sort recycling into numerous categories themselves at recycling banks and get
direct payment for items deposited. See this example:
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144
145
146

147
148

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eym10GGidQU
The dates for when composting occurs and how you keep animals out of the
compost or garbage
The items that can be recycled
Does our recycling really get recycled or does it get sent overseas? the city will
compost from April-Dec but that doesn't mean that people still don't have food
waste. How can the city fill the gaps?
I didnâ€™t know we were supportive of composting
Not confusing, but troublesome--for individuals/businesses without easy access to
a vehicle, it difficult to recycle large items. People simply put out in trash the items
that they cannot themselves bring to a recycling center and/or place for reuse.
Perhaps COE could communicate and encourage the options available for the pick
up of materials (furniture, electronics, etc)

4. Would you be willing to pay more if you knew those funds would support waste
reduction and climate action in Evanston?
The pie chart below shows the breakdown of responses to question 4.
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Memorandum
To:

Co-Chairs LeBlanc Fisher and Pollock and Members of the Environment
Board

From:

Kumar Jensen, Chief Sustainability and Resilience Officer
Alyson Wright, Sustainable Business Fellow

Subject:

Waste Reduction Policies from Other Cities

Date:

November 8, 2019

Summary
On September 4, 2019 staff updated the Human Services Committee on the
implementation progress of the Climate Action and Resilience Plan (CARP) . Staff
proposed CARP Policy Packages and a Policy Engagement Strategy in order to more
effectively and efficiently move groups of similar policies forward. It was determined that
policies in the Policy Package would be referred to Boards and Committees, and the
finalized policies would return to Human Services in early 2020. The first Policy
Package focuses on actions in CARP’s Zero Waste focus area which has a goal of 50%
waste diversion by 2025 and Zero Waste by 2050.
In order to support the Environment Board in its development of waste policies staff
have researched waste reduction policies from other communities and provided a
summary for each policy outlined in CARP. Staff broke the comments and research
down by each policy area in order to allow for easier viewing. The actual policies
referenced are included as attachments to this memo but also are in the Environment
Board’s Google Drive folder.
Policy 1: Combat food waste by requiring retailers and restaurants to donate, reduce,
reuse, or compost their unsold food.
City, State
New York City, NY

Fort Collins, CO

Ordinance Details
Businesses must separate staff-handled food scraps, plant
trimmings, food-soiled paper and certified compostable products
from the garbage and other recyclables. Implementation is in
phases to include larger food wasters first like hotels, arenas, and
food manufacturers, and then, chain food service establishments
and large retail foods stores are included in the second phase.
As an amendment to their Pay as You Throw Ordinance, food
retailers that dispose of more than 96 gallons of food scraps per
week are required to divert that material from the landfill through
a licensed food scrap hauler, or with approval from the City, for

Austin, TX

donation or animal consumption.
As a part of their Universal Recycling Ordinance, food permitted
businesses must provide employees with access to on-site
diversion of organic materials. The ordinance was enforced in
phases over a three year period based on the square footage of a
food permitted enterprise, starting with enterprises 15,000 square
feet or more.

Policy 2: Eliminate petroleum-based, single-use products through phasing out the use
of single-use plastics by 2025 (plastic straws, coffee stirrers, to-go cups).
City, State
San Francisco, CA

Seattle, WA

Berkeley, CA

Ordinance Details
In 2007, San Francisco banned all food vendors and all City
facilities and contractors from using polystyrene foam food
service ware and require them to use compostable or recyclable
to-go containers. Starting July 2019, single-use plastic and
compostable plastic straws can only be made available upon
request. Additionally, single-use plastic accessories like plastic
beverage plugs, cocktail sticks, stirrers, and toothpicks are
banned. Acceptable accessories like natural fiber straws,
chopsticks, napkins, and sleeves are only to be made available
upon request or in a self-service area. Events are also required to
follow restrictions and if an event has more than 100 attendees
on City property, event producers must provide reusable
beverage containers to at least 10% of attendees. The City
suggests employers provide training in ADA and reaching out to
customers with disabilities.
In 2009, Seattle banned all food service businesses, such as
restaurants, grocery stores, delis, food trucks, and institutional
cafes, from providing polystyrene. Then, in 2010, Seattle
expanded the ordinance to require food service businesses to
have recyclable or compostable packaging and serviceware. In
2018, other food serviceware like plastic straws and utensils were
banned.
In March 2019, Berkley began the implementation of policies
restricting single use foodware. Implementation of each restriction
will be in phases with enforcement happening a year after the
implementation of each phase. Phase one restrictions include
requiring prepared food vendors and the City to only provide
straws, stirrers, napkins, utensils, condiment cups/packets, cup
sleeves, tops, lids, spill plugs, and other accessory disposable
foodware items upon request or at self-serve stations. In the
second phase, any food prepared for on-site consumption should
only be served using reusable foodware and customers will be
charged $0.25 for every disposable cup provided. The ordinance
also outlines disposable foodware standards, guidance on waste
receptacles, and guidance on health regulations for customers
brining their own reusables.

Policy 3: Update and revise the disposable plastic shopping bag ban to achieve its
intended outcome.
City, State
Edwardsville, IL

Ordinance Details
In 2019, Edwardsville City Council unanimously approved a $0.10
fee on any single-use bag provided at checkout of any retailer
whose square footage is 7,000 square feet or greater. Retailers
retain 100% of the fee collected and retailers are required to
display signage about the fee.

Chicago, IL

In November 2016, the City repealed its ban on thin plastic bags.
Beginning February 2017, a tax was imposed at $0.07 per singleuse checkout bag sold or used in the City of Chicago. A retailer
keeps $0.02 per bag and remits $0.05 per bag to the City. The
tax does not apply to the sale of any items purchased pursuant to
the Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program.

Austin, TX

In 2013, Austin banned any single-use carryout bag to be
provided at point of sale in any business within the City, or at City
facilities and City-sponsored events. Along with the ban, Austin
held an educational campaign and in 2015, provided an update
that there was a 75% reduction in the number of plastic bags in
the litter composition and no fines were levied against any
businesses. In July 2018, Austin announced it could no longer
enforce the ordinance due to a Texas Supreme Court ruling.

Providence, RI

On Earth Day, 2019, Providence banned retailers from providing
single-use plastic carryout bags at the point of sale. A plastic bag
ordinance requiring retailers to charge $0.10 per plastic bag was
first presented to City Council in early 2018 and was vetoed by
their Mayor. The Racial and Environmental Justice Committee
wrote a letter detailing how plastic pollution burdens low-income
neighborhoods the most, but a fee would burden low-income
residents as well. The Mayor tasked the Committee and City staff
to find an inclusive solution with all stakeholders present.

Policy 4: Require recycling at all properties. Adopt policies that provide all properties
equal access to waste diversion services such as recycling and composting.
City, State
Fort Collins, CO

Ordinance Details
In 2017, on-site collection of recyclables for multi-family and
commercial properties was required. In order to ensure adequate
recycling services, the amount of recycling collection services
cannot be less than one-third of the total collection volume of
trash and recycling. The ordinance was enforced in phases
where phase 1 required 40% of the multi-family and commercial
properties without recycling services to have it and phase 2

Ann Arbor, MI

Athens-Clarke
County, GA

Seattle, WA

required all properties to comply.
All residential, commercial, and multi-family properties must have
recycling containers and sort recyclables according to a provided
list. Commercial properties are required to submit an annual
Recycling Compliance Plan and Recycling Compliance Report,
which will demonstrate they have recycling.
All commercial properties are required to have recycling
containers to collect recyclables outlined in a list. Additionally,
commercial properties must provide guidelines to employees or
tenants about recycling. Commercial properties must complete
and submit to the City a Commercial Customer Recycling Plan.
In 2005, Seattle implemented a mandatory commercial,
residential, and multi-family home recycling ordinance with a
three year phase-in to support outreach and the development of
noticing and penalties. In 2015, Commercial properties that have
food waste or compostable paper were required to have
composting services. Additionally, a full time position was
allocated for enforcement.

Staff Comments
 Policies that are developed without community engagement can have unintended
consequences and harm vulnerable populations more like a plastic straw ban or
shopping bag fee.
 Cities offered free educational materials like signage, trainings, and educational
site visits from City staff as many of the ordinance were implemented.
 For Cities that are far along in waste reduction policies, there is a natural
progression of implemented policies. This can be due to the need for composting
and recycling infrastructure before requiring compostable and recyclable options.
o Shopping bag ordinance
o Mandatory recycling ordinance
o Mandatory composting ordinance
o Banning polystyrene in food establishments and requiring recyclable or
compostable serviceware options
o Banning single-use plastic accessories
 Ordinances requiring additional waste containers must provide alternatives if
space is a constraint, which it will be an issue in certain places in Evanston.
Example alternatives could include allowing properties to share composting or
recycling containers.
 Many of the ordinances have phased implementation to target the largest
establishments or largest waste producing establishments first.
 Many of the ordinances require an education component from property owners to
their renters. For example, property owners can be required to inform new
renters of basic recycling info and where containers are, and also, require
property owners to provide yearly educational information provided from the City.



Ensuring there is consistency between definitions specific to new ordinances and
existing definitions in city code and franchise agreements is both challenging and
essential.

Attachments
Due to the large nature of these attachments they have been made available through a
publicly viewable Google Drive rather than being physically attached to this meeting
packet. They can be found by following this link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1S0X9sUlm8LacYS1YG5Xe2o8JYuMXMjU0?usp
=sharing. If you are unable to access those files please contact
sustainability@cityofevanston.org.
Attachment A - Policy 1 – Food Waste
 Austin, TX
 Fort Collins, CO
 New York City, NY
Attachment B - Policy 2 – Single Use Products
 Lawrence, KS Single Use Policy Recommendations
 Berkeley, CA
 San Francisco, CA
 San Francisco, CA Guide to Disability Access
Attachment C - Policy 3 – Shopping Bags
 Austin, TX
 Chicago, IL
 Edwardsville, IL
 Providence, RI Veto Letter
 Providence, RI
Attachment D - Policy 4 – Universal Recycling
 Ann Arbor, MI
 Athens-Clarke County, GA
 Fort Collins, CO
 Seattle, WA

Memorandum
To:

Co-Chairs LeBlanc Fisher and Pollock and Members of the Environment
Board

From:

Ben Kaplan, Chair of the Waste Subcommittee of the Environment Board

Subject:

Waste Subcommittee Recommendations/Action Items

Date:

November 8, 2019

Summary
1. We recommend we delay the Environment Board policy recommendations to
the City no later than March 2020 to allow for more committee discussions
and research.
2. We request that this committee be allowed representation in the city's waste
hauler RFP process in the role of an adviser.
3. We recommend the City ( in conjunction with the Env. Board) organize an
independent Waste Characterization study to take place at a city facility ( or
facilities) with volunteer labor. We also recommend the waste characterization
be a component of the RFP for the new Waste Hauler.
4. Our committee is going to explore Toronto and Charlotte Waste/Recycling
/Circular Economy Programs.
5. We recommend establishing City of Evanston zero waste hierarchy and
mapping current / future zero waste programs / policies / ordinances aligned
with the hierarchy.
6. We recommend the city pass an ordinance for mandatory recycling at all
commercial and multi-family buildings.
7. We recommend the city produce a timeline breaking down the year-by-year
goals for achieving zero waste.
8. We recommend that composting be made mandatory for all residential,
commercial and municipal buildings, phased to happen after recycling
ordinance.
9. We request access to the feedback from the Waste Reduction Workshops
and that the City establish a defined cadence of access to this feedback .
10. We request access to feedback / concerns the City will be receiving from
businesses regarding feedback on Zero Waste targets established within
CARP.

